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India and the US are natural
partners and both the coun-

tries are committed to defend
their people from radical
Islamic terrorism. This was
the focal point of visiting US
President Donald Trump’s riv-
eting speech made before a
capacity crowd at Motera sta-
dium here on Monday. The
crowd erupted in a thundering
applause when the US
President said his country
“loves India and its people.”

Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, who spoke both before
and after the US President,
hailed Trump’s visit as a “new

chapter” in ties between the
two countries.  

Both the leaders made
these points during a public
event “Namaste Trump” at the
new look Motera stadium
shortly after Trump arrived
here to commence his two-day
visit to India. He was accom-
panied by his wife Melania,
daughter Ivanka, son-in-law
Jared Kushner and top brass of
his administration. 

Modi and Trump will hold
talks in New Delhi on Tuesday
wherein the two countries will
ink a $3 billion defence deal for
24 Naval multi-role helicopters
and six Apache attack heli-
copters for the Army.  While

the Naval helicopter deal is
about $2.6 billion, the Apache
contract is over $980 million.
Trump announced in his
speech here about the two
deals. The Cabinet Committee
on Security (CCS) headed by
Prime Minister Modi had
cleared the two defence deals
last week.

While the chemistry
between Modi and Trump was
fully evident as the two leaders
shared many hugs and heaped
praise on each other in front of
1,00,000-strong enthusiastic
crowd, the traditional and
colourful welcome left the US
President impressed.

“Five months ago, the US

welcomed your PM at a giant
football stadium, and you wel-
comed us at the world’s largest
cricket stadium. Thank you for
spectacular welcome. We will
always remember this remark-
able hospitality,” Trump said.

Known for his fondness to
tweet, Trump earlier took to
Twitter and tweeted messages
in Hindi, including one
expressing eagerness to visit
India, to which Modi respond-
ed by tweeting the Sanskrit
phrase, “Atithi Devo Bhava
(guest is god)”.

Talking about India’s rich
culture and extraordinary
diversity repeatedly, Trump
said India is always admired

around the world as the place
where millions of Hindus,
Muslims, Sikhs, Jains,
Buddhists, Christians and Jews
worship side by side in har-
mony as it has great tradition
of embracing individual free-
dom, rule of law, dignity of
every human being.

“The First Lady and I have
travelled 8,000 mile around the
globe to deliver the message to
all citizens across this nation —
America loves India, America
respects India, and America
will always be a faithful and
loyal friend to the Indian peo-
ple,” Trump said.

During his nearly 30 min-
utes long speech, Trump also
said, “While our nations have
many differences, they are both
defined and propelled by a
fundamental truth — the truth
that all of us are blessed with
divine light and every person is
endowed with a sacred soul”
and quoted Swami Vivekanand.

On his maiden visit to
India as the US President,
Trump, who was welcomed by
Modi on his arrival here, said
his country will remain a
“loyal” friend of India and
called Prime Minister Modi an
“exceptional leader” who works
day and night for the country.

“India and the US are com-
mitted to fight terrorists and
their ideology, that is why my
Government is working with
Pakistan to crack down on
terror groups,” the US President
said.

“Under my Administration
we unleashed the full power of
the military on blood-thirsty
killers of ISIS in Iraq and in
Syria. Today the ISIS territor-
ial caliphate has been 100 per
cent destroyed and the monster
known as Al-Baghdadi, the
founder and leader of ISIS, is
dead,” he 
said.
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Walking hand-in-hand, US
President Donald Trump

and First Lady Melania Trump
on Monday evening went
around the iconic Taj Mahal,
hailing the 17th century
Mughal-era mausoleum as a
“timeless testament” to the rich
and diverse beauty of Indian
culture.

The American power cou-
ple spent almost an hour at the
Taj Mahal, soaking in the beau-
ty of the monument of love,
and were briefed about the his-
tory and traditions associated
with architectural marvel.

“The Taj Mahal inspires
awe. A timeless testament to
the rich and diverse beauty of
Indian culture! Thank you
India,” Trump and Melania
wrote on the visitor’s book.

Trump, accompanied by
his wife, daughter Ivanka and
son-in-law Jared Kushner,

arrived here from Ahmedabad
where they attended the
‘Namaste Trump’ event at the
Motera stadium.

The Taj Mahal, which was
built by Mughal Emperor Shah
Jahan in memory of his wife
Mumtaz Mahal who died in
1631, was refurbished for the
visit.

Holding hands, the couple
took a stroll in the resplendent
gardens adjoining the pool at
the celebrated monument, as a
cool breeze made their experi-
ence even more pleasant.

Trump, dressed in a dark
suit with a tie of light shade,
and Melania, wearing a white
dress accessorised with a green
waistband, also posed for pho-
tographs. Ivanka, wearing a
white dress with red floral
prints and red shoes, and
Kushner, dressed in a sharp
suit, took a stroll hand-in-
hand around the 
monument. 

Ahmedabad: A marble repli-
ca of Mahatma  Gandhi’s “three
wise monkeys” statue, a copy of
his Talisman or a piece of wis-
dom as well as a special edition
of his autobiography were
among the items gifted to US
President Donald Trump and
his wife Melania during their
visit to the Sabarmati Ashram
here on Monday. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi gift-
ed the iconic statue of “three
wise monkeys”.
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Ahmedabad: Using Bollywood
to strike a chord with movie-
loving Indians, US President
Donald Trump on Monday
hailed the “genius” of the Hindi
film industry and recalled two
all-time favourites, “Sholay”
and “DDLJ”. Addressing the
“Namaste Trump” event, the
US President said people “take
great joy” in watching
Bollywood films and under-
standing Indian culture
through them.
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ADelhi Police Head
Constable and four civil-

ians were killed while several
police personnel, including
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP) and Assistant
Commissioner of Police
(ACP), were injured after pro
and anti-Citizen Amendment
Act (CAA) groups clashed for
the second consecutive day
on Monday and hurled stones
at each other at Gokulpuri,
Chanbagh and Maujpur areas.

Violence between groups
supporting and opposing the
CAA was also reported in the
Jafrabad and Bhajanpura areas.
A youth also opened eight
rounds of fire in the air on the
streets on Monday afternoon in
the Maujpur while the police
tried to control him. The man,
identified as Shahrukh from
Shadara, was arrested later in
the day.

Police fired tear gas shells
and also resorted to lathi
charge to disperse the violent
crowd of protesters.

Following the violence, the
Delhi Police Commissioner
Amulya Patnaik also stationed
himself in the police control
room (PCR) and closely mon-
itored the situation. The police
have also imposed section 144

of the CrPC, which prohibits
assembly of four or more peo-
ple, in areas affected by vio-
lence in northeast Delhi.

There was heavy stone
pelting in Maujpur, while
police baton-charged to dis-
perse protesters in Jafrabad.
Shops and houses were van-
dalised and set on fire in
Maujpur and Bhajanpura.
Amit Sharma, the DCP
Shahdara, official vehicle was
also set on fire in Gokulpuri
while a petrol pump was put on
fire by the protesters at
Bhajanpura. This is the second
day of clashes in the city where
US President Donald Trump
will arrive on Monday evening. 

Meanwhile, sources in the
Central security agencies hint-
ed that riots were orchestrated
by certain elements to malign
the image of the country dur-
ing the Trump visit. 

In the evening, Minister of

State for Home Affairs, G
Kishan Reddy condemned the
attack by rioters. “My deepest
condolences to the family of
the Delhi Police Head
Constable who lost his life
amidst the protests in Delhi.
Our Narendra Modi govern-
ment condemns all forms of
violence and we assure a stern
action against the culprits,” he
tweeted.

Union Home Secretary
Ajay Bhalla said the situation
is fully under control and suf-
ficient forces were deployed on
the ground. “The situation in
Delhi is fully under control.
The senior police officials are
on the ground and sufficient
forces are also deployed at the
spot,” said Bhalla.

“Armed police personnel
have been deployed at strate-
gic points. Areas with history
of past clashes such as Jafrabad,
Seelampur, Maujpur,
Gautampuri, Bhajanpura,
Chand Bagh, Mustafabad,
Wazirabad and Shiv Vihar, are
being monitored to maintain
law and order situation,” said
Alok Kumar, the Joint
Commissioner of Police,
Eastern Range.

Meanwhile, the Delhi
Metro closed entry and exit an
uneasy calm prevailed in the
Northeast areas. “Entry &
exit  gates of Jaf frabad,
M a u j p u r - B a b a r p u r ,
Gokulpuri, Johri Enclave and
Shiv Vihar are closed. Trains
will terminate at Welcome
metro station,” the DMRC
tweeted.
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While the Rajya Sabha
nominations reaching

closer, senior Congress leaders
Digvijay Singh and Jyotiraditya
Scindia, claimants for the
Upper House, met cordially in
Guna on Monday. However, no
close door meeting was held as
scheduled.

Three Madhya Pradesh
quota Rajya Sabha seats are
going vacant in April 2020 and
one of them is held by
Digvijaya Singh who is said to
be eager for a re-nomination.
However, after losing the Lok
Sabha poll in 2019, Scindia too
is keen to reach Rajya Sabha.

Both the senior leaders
met on the road as their cav-
alcades crossed each other in
Guna and both showing plen-
ty of warmth hugged each
other and greeted each other
with garlands. However, due to
shortage of time, both the
leaders could not have any dis-
cussion privately.

Meanwhile, Digvijay
praised Scindia saying, “I have
very good relations with
Maharaj (Scindia).” However,

the political circles were abuzz
with the meet which never
happened.

As the Rajya Sabha nomi-
nations are drawing closer, the
BJP and Congress with their
numbers in assembly are sure
to bag one seat each but the
uncertainty prevails on the
third one.

Sources claim that neither
Singh nor Scindia would want
to be fielded for the third
uncertain seat.

In between name of AICC
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi has also been floated
by a section of Congress party
in the state. If this happens,
either Singh or Scindia might
have to shift base to any other
state.

Notably, it was Scindia’s
second visit to Guna after los-
ing the Lok Sabha polls in
2019.
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Hu n d re d s
of women

survivors of
the 1984
Bhopal gas dis-
aster today
flayed US
P r e s i d e n t
Trump in effi-
gy with
brooms on the
occasion of his
visit to India.
Led by four
local organisa-
tions, the sur-
v i v o r s
expressed their
anger against
the US Government for refus-
ing to serve summons issued by
the Bhopal Court upon Dow
Chemical, owner of Union
Carbide.

Madhya Pradesh Muslim
Vikas Parishad a local social ser-
vice organisation supported the
demonstrators’ call for justice in
the criminal case on the World’s
worst industrial disaster.

“Since 2016, when Trump
came to power, the Bhopal dis-
trict court has twice summoned
Dow Chemical, as owner of
Union Carbide that is abscond-
ing charges of corporate
manslaughter, but Trump’s
Department of Justice has
refused to serve these summons
upon Dow,” said Rashida Bee,

President of the Bhopal Gas
Peedit Mahila Stationery
Karmchari Sangh.

Nasreen Khan of the
Bhopal Gas Peedit Mahila
Purush Sangharsh Morcha said,
“In violating the Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaty (MLAT)
between India and USA, the
Trump Government is shelter-
ing the perpetrators of the
worst corporate massacre in
history.”

“It is now clear that Trump
is visiting India mainly to fur-
ther the interests of death deal-
ing US corporations like
Lockheed Martin, Raytheon,
Westinghouse and others. 

It is indeed shocking that
our Prime Minister in his eager-

ness to please Trump has not
sought, let alone pressed for,  US
governments’ cooperation in
bringing the killers of Bhopal to
justice,” said Rachna Dhingra of
the Bhopal Group for
Information & Action.

Durgesh Ahirwar of
Children against Dow Carbide
said, ” In Bhopal hundreds of
victims of Union Carbide  are
still dying untimely deaths,
hundreds of thousands are bat-
tling chronic illnesses and tens
of thousands of children are
being born with malforma-
tions and growth disorders.
Through our brooms today we
are telling the world about the
US Government’s role in the
ongoing injustice in Bhopal.”
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With the blessings of
Paramhansa Sant

Hirdaram Sahib ji and in the
guidance and inspiration of
Sant Siddh Bhauji, surgeries of
72 patients of various urinary,
Hernia and ENT diseases have
so far been performed within
two days in 96 th Free Urology
and General Surgery Camp
held at Sewa Sadan Eye
Hospital, Sant Hirdaram Nagar
Bhopal.

It is learnt that 868 patients
have registered their names
for treatment. After their pre-
liminary investigations, about
177 patients were identified
for their surgeries of various
urinary, Hernia and ENT dis-
orders. Operated patients
include 33 surgeries  of
Hernia, 7 Prostate enlarge-
ment, 12 patients of stone, 4
surgeries of Galbladder, One
hydrocyle, 3 surgeries of ENT
and 12 other surgeries of uri-
nary ailments. Efforts are
being made to perform all
surgeries before and upto
February 28, 2020.

This  camp is  joint ly
organised by Anju and Gul
Chandiramani of Dubai, Sona
Gul rajani of Mumbai, One
Global Village Kansas, USA
and Jeev Sewa Sansthan.

Urologist and General
surgeons Dr Temmy Neblok
Beirne, Dr Marissa Mendez,
Dr Barbara Nguyan and Dr

Clinton Gates are performing
surgeries of Hernia and Gal
Bladder while stone and
prostate enlargement patients
are being operated by Dr
Narendra Khare, Dr Brijesh
Patel and Dr Prashant Jain.
Similarly Dr Brandon
Johnson and his team is oper-
ating the patients of ENT
and Thyriod diseases.

Anaesthesia specialist Dr
Pratibha Khare and Dr Radha
Sukhani America, Dr Kavita
Lalchandnani Vadodara and
Dr Deepak Jain from Bhopal
are also rendering their ser-
vices.

Patients are being pro-
vided free examination, imag-
ing and pathology investiga-
tion facilities, admission in
the hospital, surgery, Food,
Fruit, Milk, Medicines and
post operative care. Disciples
of Sant Hirdaram Sahib ji are
taking care of the patients
with full attention throughout
day and 
night.
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Chief Minister Kamal Nath
said that a new history of

development will be created in
tribal areas. Well thought out
plans will be prepared to stop
migration, to provide employ-
ment and to ensure reasonable
prices for local produce.

Kamal Nath was address-
ing the function held on the
occasion of Mata Shabri
Jayanti and Adiwasi Sammelan
at tribal dominated district
Dindori.

Kamal Nath stated that the
schemes which were prepared
for the development of tribal
areas have been gathering dust
for years, their benefits will be
extended to the tribals by
implementing such schemes.
This was said by Kamal Nath
in the context to the plan of
providing benefit of Narmada
River to Dindori district also
at the time of construction of
Bargi Dam. 

This scheme has cost
�10,000 crore. He said that the
aim of the Government is to
do all-round development of
the State’s tribal community.
They should not have to go out
in search of work. The
Government is making efforts
in this direction that they

should have employment at
home and in the village itself,
he added.

The Chief Minister said
that Mata Shabri is a symbol
of humanity and simplicity.
This is the reason, why the
tribal community has
immense reverence and faith
towards her. He said that this
is the most pious day, when
tribal youths should take a
pledge that they will adopt
tribal culture and will always
keep their glorious history
intact. 

He mentioned that despite
various races in tribal com-
munity, the unity that exists in
the tribal community is the
power of their culture and rit-
uals, which was adopted and
preserved by the elders. 

The Chief Minister said
that tribal community has
become a participant in the
development process.

The need is that the trib-
al community and its repre-
sentatives should raise their
voice and join the mainstream
of the society for their rights.

Kamal Nath informed that
a new atmosphere of invest-
ment has been created in the
state to safeguard the future of
youth, who have the respon-
sibility of building 

Madhya Pradesh and the
country. New policies are
being implemented in the
agriculture sector so that farm-
ers get rid of their debts and
get right prices for their pro-
duce. 

Loans of 22 lakh farmers
have been waived under the Jai
Kisan Fasal Maafi Rin Yojana.

The Chief Minister said
that the new Government has
exhibited its intention and
policy in the last 11 and half
month to improve the condi-
tion of empty treasury, inher-
ited by it and poor condition
of the State. He said that while
facing new challenges in every
field, the work is being carried
out by the Government with
new thinking and approach.
Relief has been provided to the
farmers in Madhya Pradesh,
the State which was 
number-one in farmers’ sui-
cide in the country. 

New investment is being
encouraged in the state to
take the youth out from the
darkness of unemployment.
Kamal Nath said that we are
facing every challenge with full
vigour. We are working with a
resolution that in the coming
days, we will make a new
map of the State’s 
development.
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Mhow judicial court has
awarded capital punish-

ment to the rape accused Ankit
Singh Vijayvergiya. Fifth ADJ
Varsha Sharma has announced
this judgment for rape case reg-
istered in Mhow police station
under sections 302, 376 AB,
363 and 366 of the IPC and sec-
tions 5 and 6 of the POCSO
Act.

According to prosecution,
the accused, Ankit
Vijayvergiya, raped a four-year
od girl after abducting her
while she was sleeping next to
her father outside a temple. The
next day, the body of the girl
was found at the abandoned
army bungalow number 122
which is ruined and is in form
of a mini forest. 

The accused raped the girl
in this bungalow and after
raping and killing her, he threw
her clothes in the bushes of this
bungalow. 

Then, he went to his house

through the Prahsanti hospital
road and slept.

Police searched the video
footage of different CCTV
cameras located around the
scene of crime and identified
the suspect. The photo of sus-
pect was shown to more than
50 people who live near the site
of crime. 

An auto-rickshaw driver
identified the photo of the
accused Ankit Vijayvergiya as
the accused. 

The accused Ankit con-

fessed to his crime in front of
police.

The police team, led by
ASP Mhow Dharamraj Meena
comprising SDOP Mhow
Vinod Sharma and TI Mhow
Abhay Nema under the guid-
ance of Indore DIG
Ruchivardhan Mishra, busted
this blind murder within 24
hours of the crime.

It is to be noted that there
are several abandoned and
ruined bungalows of Mhow
army administration.
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"This show depicts crime sto-
ries from the perspective of

a police officer," said actor
Vikas Shrivastav. 

Known for his roles in
movies Gabbar and Special 26,
Vikas is now seen in the new
series of Savdhan India 'FIR

Series'. Vikas is essaying a role
of an honest police officer
Avinash Raj Singh. 

Currently, Vikas is shoot-
ing for the series in Bhopal.
While talking to the media per-
sons on Monday, Vikas said, "I
am playing the role of an hon-
est police officer in this series.
Avinash Singh, the character I

am playing is a police officer
who goes out of the way to help
the person in problems." 

While talking about the
FIR series of Savdhaan India,
he said that this series is spe-
cial one. Elaborating further,
he said, "In this series, one
actor gets an opportunity to
play the role in the entire
series. It is first time opportu-
nity to play in a long series,
which is the USP of this
series." 

On asking about portray-
ing a character of silver screen,
after a successful period on big
screen, Vikas said, "Here I have
an opportunity to reach out
more audience." 

Talking about Bhopal, he
said, "I enjoy shooting in
Bhopal. The Bhopalites are
very welcoming and the city is
really beautiful." 

While signing off, he said,
"Savdhan India awares people
against crime. The criminal
mind will work in its way
whether show is on air or not,
so its important to be safe." 
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Miscreants targeted a house
in CRPF campus

Bangrasia and escaped with
valuables worth �1.5 lakh on
Sunday. Misrod police 
has started investigation.

The victim, Girija Shankar
Sharma, lodged a complaint
regarding burglary of valu-
ables from his Government
quarter at teh CRPF campus. In
the burglary, around 30 gm
gold, 525 gm of silver and �
30,000 cash were burgled. The
total loss in the burglary was
�1.5 lakh, claimed the victim.

Based on the complaint

and after the preliminary inves-
tigation, the police have regis-
tered a case under sections 457
and 380 of the IPC and start-
ed further investigation. The
victim is posted with 123
Battalion in Balaghat while his
wife had gone to meet her par-
ents during which the burglary
was committed.

During the investigation
police would check the visiting
register and check the CCTV
footages as the campus is cov-
ered and vigil round the clock.
Security guards are deployed
and every visitor has to enter
the details along with the pur-
pose of visit still burglary

occurred.
The security guards who

were deployed at the time of the
burglary would be questioned
in the investigation. 

Police suspect that some
insiders are involved in the
access and has provided access
and exit which helped the mis-
creants.

In the initial investigation
police have detained suspects
who are quizzed to reveal the
details regarding the burglary.
Apart from the valuables other
belongings at the house were
not disturbed suggesting that
the miscreants were aware of
the valuables.
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A47-year-old man commit-
ted suicide by hanging

from the ceiling at his Kolipura
residence under Jehangirabad
police station area on Sunday.

The deceased has been
identified as Narayan. He used
to work as a labourer.

In the initial probe, police
found a suicide note in which
it was mentioned that his wife
forced him to sell house and
due to which, his family had to
live in a rented house in
Kolipura.

At the time of the incident,
deceased’s wife was in Indore at
her daughter’s house while his

son lived in Ashoka Garden
area. Body was sent for the post
mortem after the preliminary
investigation. 

Meanwhile, a 22-year-old
girl committed suicide by
hanging from the ceiling at
Shahjehanabad area on Sunday.
Police have started investiga-
tion.
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Agrand five day theatre fes-
tival “Bhopal National

Theatre and Poetry Festival
2020” is being organised at
Ravindra Bhavan auditorium
that began here from Monday.
Presenting the plays of differ-
ent geners, the fest began with
two plays “Sharafat Teri Aisi
Tesi” and “Kabuliwala”. 

Sharafat Teri Aisi Tesi is
directed by Ashok Bulani and
Kabuliwala is directed by
Reena Sinha. Notably, the
evenjng began with poetry
recital by Rajesh Joshi and
Shruti Kushwaha. It was fol-
lowed with the presentation of
plays. 

The theatre buffs of the
city enjoyed the colourful per-
formances presented by the
theatre artists of the city.

The play Sharafat Teri Aisi
Tesi is a satarical play. In this
one hour and 15 minute
drama, the story of three fam-
ilies is shown, who always
quarrel with each other. 

In order to teach each
other a lesson, they secretly

send a girl. She pretends that
she has burnt her hand and
then sends burnol from boy's
family  it creates a confusion
among the family members
leading to humrous results.

Next play Kabuliwala is
about the relationship of
humanity between a little girl,
her father and a dry-fruit sell-
er. Kabuliwala shares the story
of a dry-fruit seller all the way

from Afghanistan. 
He befriends, the little girl

Mini. But, the destiny separates
them and after 10 long years,
he again visited Mini only to
realize that she is getting mar-
ried and has a really blur
memory of him. 

Both the plays left audi-
ence enthralled as the perfor-
mances were beautifully pre-
sented. 
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The TT Nagar police has
nabbed three miscreants

who assaulted a Tata magic
van driver and robbed his van
late in the night at Rangmahal
talkies square. The van was
recovered from their possession.

Soon after the incident,
police received the information
and tracked the miscreants.
One of the accused had crime
record and had been booked by
TT Nagar police.

The nabbed miscreants
were identified as Rajesh Mishra
(33) of Banganga,Harinaryan
alias Kalu Yadav (30) of Sabri

Nagar and Vikas Malviya (23)
of Nehru Nagar.  

In the night at around
10.30 on Sunday, the victim
Sakir Khan was waiting for pas-
sengers with his van bearing
registration number
MP04T9274 near Rangmahal
square and while he was wait-
ing, the three miscreants came
and attacked him and took the
van forcefully.

The victim, in an injured
state, reached the police and
lodged complaint.

Based on the complaint
and after the preliminary inves-
tigation, police registered a
case under section 392 of the

IPC and started investigation.
Police swung into action

and alerted the patrolling par-
ties and outpost which helped
in tracking the accused and
they were nabbed along with
the van.

During the investigation
when the police quizzed the
three it was found that Rajesh
Mishra has been booked for
assault.

The crime record of the two
would be investigated. Details
of the disposal of van are yet to
be revealed by the miscreants.
Other accomplices in the crime
would be investigated said
police.
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State continued to witness
abrupt weather conditions

with rainfall in three divisions
while few regions witnessed
foggy conditions in the past 24
hours.

Shahdol, Jabalpur and
Rewa divisions recorded rain-
fall at few places while Rewa,
Sagar, Jabalpur and Gwalior
witnessed fog.

Even after the weather
conditions went abrupt steep
change in the temperatures
were not witnessed. After
dense foggy conditions State
Capital witnessed clear weath-
er condition in the morning
on Monday with cold windy
conditions.

The Met department has
issued warning of thundery
activities and thunder light-
ening  has been issued for,
Singrauli, Annuppur, Shahdol,
Dindori, Mandla and Balaghat
districts while shallow foggy
conditions would be wit-
nessed in Rewa, Shahdol,
Sagar, Jabalpur, divisions and

Gwalior and Datia  districts.
Rainfall and thundery

activities were witnessed in
the past 24 hours.
Lakhnadaun recorded the
highest rainfall at 5 cm, while
Nainpur and Annuppur 4 cm,
Singrauli,  Mandla and
Sohagpur 2 cm, Umaria and
Dindori 1 cm.

State Capital recorded day
temperature at 26.5 degree
Celsius and night temperature
at 13.6 degree Celsius. The day
and night temperatures are
likely to witness around 27
degree Celsius and 13 degree
Celsius respectively, according
to the forecast.

The regions which record-
ed increase in temperatures on
Sunday have also recorded dip
in temperatures on Monday.
The lowest night tempera-
ture was recorded at 11 degree
Celsius in Raisen.

Met department told that
system over south west
Madhya Pradesh and adjoin-
ing states has started to move
and changes induced would
normalise in next 24 hours.
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Madhya Pradesh Chapter of
Association of Surgeons

of India is conducting its four-
day 37th Surgical training,
workshop and conference
which started on February 20,
2020.

On the first day, Surgical
Critical Life Support was con-
ducted at Bhopal Fracture
Hospital. It was immensely
successful with participation
from Surgeons from around
the State and Central India. 

The academic event high-
lighted the care of Surgical Sick
patients and management for
better clinical outcome. It was
followed by Operative
Demonstrations of anorectal
diseases of 10 cases ranging
from Complex Fistula, Rectal
prolapse, Piles, Sinus & Fistula
Surgery conducted at Bansal
Hospital on 21st February
2020.

The faculties from around
the country conducted the
Operation and demonstrated
new and advanced technologies
of management of common
surgical procedures. The
remaining two days involves

academic feast being conduct-
ed at international convention
center Minto Hall, Bhopal on
February 22 and 23, 2020. 

Over 450 Surgeons and
Post - Graduate Surgical train-
ing Doctors from around the
country are actively partici-
pating in the Scientific
Program with 80 topics on
different super specialist
including General Surgery,
Urology, Oncosurgey
Neurosurgery, Plastic Surgery
and Laparoscopic Surgery.

The Chairman of Event Dr
SK Nigam said this kind of suc-
cess has never been seen in the
past and we had to close further
Registration due to limited
Hall capacity at Minto Hall.
The Organising Secretaries Dr
Rajeev Sharda and Dr Atul
Agarwal thanked all the
Surgeons of the city who
extended full support for the
event and helped in overall suc-
cess of the conference. 

Chief guest Padmashri Dr
Raghuram of KIMS Hospital
Hyderabad and as a special
guest Sanjeev Agrawal (SAGE
Group) and Sunil Agrawal
(Bansal Group) honour the
occasion.
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Valuables worth �5 lakh were
stolen from a house at

Danish Hills View society under
Kolar police station area. A
complaint was lodged after the
victim returned on Monday.

Police said the victim,
Umesh Kumar Mishra, lodged a
complaint regarding burglary
of two gold chains, four gold
bangles, four gold finger rings,

two pair silver anklet, four pair
silver toe rings and �70,000
cash. The total loss claimed by
the victim was � 5 lakh in the
incident.

In his complaint, the victim
stated that he, along with the
family, had gone to attend a wed-
ding in Jaipur on February 20
and when they returned on
Monday, they found that the lock
of the main door was broken and
when they entered, belongings
were found burgled. 
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Senior Congress leader and
Rajya Sabha member

Digvijay Singh has written a
letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi objecting to
inclusion of Babri mosque
demolition accused in Ram
temple trust and exclusion of
Shankaracharyas in the said
trust.

During the tenure of
Narasimha Rao Government,
Ramalay trust was constituted
for construction of Ram tem-
ple so what is the need for a
separate trust, questioned
Singh.

He pointed out that the
trust formed recently has none
of the acclaimed

Shankaracharyas as member.
Any of the f ive
Shankaracharyas should have
been made the head of the
trust, he said.

Singh further alleged that
some of the members of the
trust are accused of demol-
ishing Babri masjid and are
out on bail and inclusion of
such persons in the Ram tem-
ple trust is not justified,
claimed the senior Congress
leader.

He pointed fingers at
Champat Rai, regional vice
president of VHP claiming
the parishad has nothing to do
with the Sanatana dharma
and is a RSS affiliate organi-
sation only.

The former Madhya

Pradesh Chief Minister also
objected to Anil Mishra’s being
nominated as trust member
saying he is a Homeopathic
doctor in Ayodhya and is an
RSS functionary. Kameshwar
Chaupal and Govind Singh,
the Bihar BJP leader and RSS
pracharak also found mention
in Singh’s objection list.

The veteran leader also
objected to nomination of
government officers in the
trust.

Referring to collection of
donation for Ram temple in
the past, he questioned why no
accounts of these donations
are being given as of now and
demanded refund of such
donated amount to donors
with interest of 28 years.
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Halonix Technologies Pvt
Ltd (Halonix), India’s

fastest growing residential and
institutional lighting company,
has reported a 22% of
Compound Annual Growth
Rate (CAGR) markedly high-
er than the industry growth
rate in single digits CAGR. The
company is also expecting to
close its books at around INR
520 crores turnover vis a vis
INR 423 crores in 2018-19 and
and INR 352 Crores in FY
2017-18.

Halonix has closed its H1
in FY 19-20 at Rs 234 crores vs
Rs 178 Cr in H1 FY 2018-19,
a growth of 32% which high-
lights the momentum at which
the company is growing. The
growth for the Halonix retail
business, which has shown a
year on year growth of 26%,
has been buoyed by the wide
range of innovative products it
has launched under the sub-
brand ‘Halonix Prime’ and
through deeper market pene-
tration.

After cementing its lead-
ership in the ‘Inverter Light’
and ‘Motion Sensor Light’ seg-
ments, Halonix has recently
launched its category redefin-
ing ‘All-Rounder series’ that
has 3 wattages in one bulb and
the ‘Speaker Bulb’ that allows
you to play clear powerful
music through the bulb with-
out having to sign in through
any app. Halonix Prime today

contributes to about 30% of the retail revenues.
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International Bagh print
craftsman Kazim Khatri con-

ferred with State Level Award
on Monday.

The Minister of Cottage
and Village Industries, Harsh
Yadav conferred the state level
Vishwakarma Award to
Mohammad Kazim Khatri, an
international award-winning
Bagh print artist. 

On this occasion, crafts-
men were felicitated for the
year 2018-2019. He was felici-
tated the award for the new and
unique designs in Bagh Print.
The motifs like  fort and
ancient caves, buildings in
Agra and Delhi are worth-
while watching.

Craftsman Kazim Khatri

presented a very large paw
dari with natural colours in
Bagh print, Thapa printing for
the state level award. The 1000
year old traditional designs
were used in Panja Dari. The
designs of ancient caves of
Bagh and Mandu, as well as
designs of Red Fort in Agra and
Delhi were also used in Panja
Dari.

Notably, Kazim has also
received international awards
in the past. Bagh artist Kazim
Khatri, who has given a new
impetus to stamp printing in
handicraft art, was honored
with the former UNESCO and
World Crafts Council's Award
of Excellence for Handicrafts of
the Year 2018 and the Roshan
Kalpati Award in Mumbai on
9 August 2018.

Similarly, Kazim Khatri

presented his works at Taiwan
Hualian Art Festival 2015,
Russia and Malaysia Kuala
Lumpur International Craft
Festival 2015, International
Innovative Craft Festival
Thailand 2017. 

In addition, Mohammad
Kazim Khatri is engaged in
new experiments daily in his
dyeing printing workshop in
the small town of Dhar district.

It is worth mentioning
that Mohammad Kazim Khatri
was inspired to 
constantly innovate and
research his art from his father
National and International
Award-awarded craftsman
Mohammad Yusuf Khatri.
Kazim said, "This art is alive
today due to the efforts of late
Ismail Suleman Khatri and
Zaitun Bi."
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Every urban body should
have a heritage cell, which

should work for the conserva-
tion of the city’s heritage, nat-
ural structures and legacy. The
Director General of Atal Bihari
Vajpayee Institute of Good
Governance and Policy
Analysis R Parshuram said this
during the signing of a MoU,
between the institute and the
Indian National Trust for Art
and Cultural Heritage (Intach)
New Delhi. In the MoU, agree-
ment has been reached to work
on several points including
agenda for Heritage Policy of
Madhya Pradesh,
Documentation of Ancient
Heritage, Capacity Building,
Training and Culture-21.

Parshuram said that in the
vision document issued by the
government, development of
cities like Chanderi, Bhopal and
Mandu has been given priori-

ty. He said that in the first
phase, work should be started
in some cities only. Parasuram
said that conservation of nat-
ural and ancient heritage is a
challenging task. There is a
need to work fast using scien-
tific methods for their protec-
tion and conservation.

The Principal Director of
Intach Naveen Piplani said
that there is a need to open an
academy for heritage develop-
ment related training in
Bhopal. He informed that
including Gauhar Mahal, he
has done the conservation
work of heritages of other
areas. The Chief Advisor of the
institute Madanmohan
Upadhyaya said that this MoU
will prove to be a milestone in
conserving ancient heritages
and structures of the state.
The Chief Advisor of the insti-
tute Mangesh Tyagi and other
officers were present on this
occasion.
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The students are showcasing
their talent in different

fields of technology and cul-
ture. The techno cultural fest
Vihaan 2020 began at
Radharaman Group of
Institutions here on Monday. 

Minister of Public
Relations PC Sharma was pre-
sent as the chief guest on the
occasion. While addressing the
students, Sharma said that an
engineer is successful not only
in engineering but in any field
of career. There are many
examples of this from politics
to cricket. The Radharaman
Group is a popular institution
whose students endeavours to
give their best. The inaugura-
tion ceremony of this three-day
annual festival was attended by
group chairman RR Saxena,
group director JL Rana and
directors of all colleges. The
programme opened with the
national anthem.

On the first day of the fest,
a dance competition was held.
Students gave Solo, Duet and
Group performance with spec-
tacular light and sound
arrangements. In the competi-

tion about 35 students showed
their dancing talents. During
this time, the performances
which received tremendous
appreciation include Saraswati
Vandana presented by Archana
Sharma in Solo Dancing,
Combat by Sunny in Solo,
Nisha Khare in Duet and
Chhaya Khare in Group Dance.

The highlight of the second
day of the event will be
Bollywood's famous singer
Shahid Malia, who will per-
form more than one song with
his music crew. It is notewor-
thy that Malia, who entered the
film industry from the film
Yamla Pagla Deewana, has
been very popular among the
youth through singing for the
last nine years. He has per-
formed songs for about 30
films so far.

On this occasion,
Chairman of Radharaman
Group RR Saxena said that
every year the students of the
group are eagerly waiting for
this fest to be held every year.
This event gives a platform to
the talent hidden in them.
Also, through this event, stu-
dents come out of their book
world and feel refreshed.
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Punjab Vidhan Sabha pro-
ceedings were hindered on

the second day of the Budget
session with the opposition
parties — Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) – Bharatiya Janta Party
(BJP) and the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) — uniting against
the Congress on Monday over
the state DGP Dinkar Gupta’s
remarks on Kartarpur Sahib
corridor and allegations against
the Cabinet Minister Bharat
Bhushan Ashu forcing three
adjournments.

The pandemonium that
ensued saw 24 MLAs — 12
each of Akali Dal and AAP —
being “named” by the Speaker
Rana KP Singh on the grounds
of “disrupting the House pro-
ceedings”. The Speaker ordered
the marshals to march all the
“named” MLAs out of the
House after they allegedly
switched off the speakers from
which the Vidhan Sabha’s
reporters listen to record the
House proceedings.

Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh, who was
not in attendance and heads the
Home Department, is expect-
ed to make a statement over the
two two issues.

Right from the beginning
of the House proceedings for

the day, the opposition legisla-
tors raised the two issues
demanding dismissal of the
state police chief for his “con-
demnable” remarks on the
Kartarpur Sahib corridor, and
also expulsion of the state
Food and Civil Supplies
Minister Ashu after the sus-
pended DSP Balwinder Singh
Sekhon made accusations
against him.

During their protest, the
Speaker could not run the
House smoothly, as a result of
which the question hour, as
well as zero hour were affect-
ed while no discussion was held
on the calling attention notices
moved by three AAP MLAs —
Saravjit Kaur Manuke on non-
issuance of cards under Bhai
Kanahiya Health Scheme and
improper implementation of
CM Cancer Relief Fund
Scheme; Rupinder Kaur Rubi
on plying of unfit and unau-
thorized school vans and buses;
and Aman Arora on noise pol-
lution due to loud speakers.
However, the Speaker initiated
the discussion on the
Governor’s address in which
the Congress MLAs and AAP’s
“under suspension” MLA
Kanwar Sandhu participated.

While uniting against the
State Government, both the
SAD-BJP MLAs and the AAP

legislators were seen competing
among themselves to be the
first one to raise and protest
against the issue.

As the question hour
began, SAD MLA Bikram
Majithia stood up to raise the
issue holding placards, along
with other SAD and BJP MLAs.
With him, AAP MLA and the
Leader of Opposition Harpal
Singh Cheema too sought to
raise the same issues.

When the Speaker asked
them to speak after the ques-
tion hour, AAP and SAD-BJP
MLAs storm the well of the
House, shouting slogans, hold-
ing placards and posters while
standing at a distance from one
another. In an apparent attempt
to outsmart each other, both
sides were raising louder slo-
gans.

Despite the Speaker’s
repeated requests to take their
seats and assurance that the
Chief Minister would make the
statement on Tuesday, the
opposition leaders continue
with their protest.

After the Congress MLAs
huddled together and planned
their next move, Parliamentary
Affairs Minister Brahm
Mohindra proposed to hold a
debate on the issue by fixing
appropriate time.

Bedlam prevailed as soon

the Congress MLAs too start-
ed raising slogans against the
Akalis, leading to adjourn-
ment.

As the House resumed,
Cheema stressed that the two
issues are very sensitive and
matter of concern. The Speaker
pointed that as the Leader of
the House was not present, he
would make the statement the
next day. Not satisfied, the
AAP MLAs entered the well of
the House sloganeering.

SAD legislative wing leader
Sharanjit Singh Dhillon alleged
the government of closing
down the much awaited
Kartapur corridor by making
such statements on the behest
of the Gandhi family. Tempers
run high as the Congress MLAs
opposed the allegations against
the Gandhis.

Holding Majithia’s picture
with Anwar Masih, former SSB
member arrested in �1000
ceore drug haul case. Congress
MLAs come face to face with
the Akalis MLAs, forcing
another adjournment.

As House proceedings
resumed again, Cheema
dubbed DGP’s statement as
condemnable and demanded
his dismissal. AAP MLAs
against entered the well of the
House with the Speaker clari-
fying that he cannot act against

the DGP in the matter. Dhillon
too raised the same issue ask-
ing on whose directions the
DGP made such statement.

AAP MLA Kanwar Sandhu
insisted on a statement on the
DGP issue by a senior minis-
ter pointing that it has result-
ed in lot of resentment.

Opposition MLAs again
started their separate protests
and sloganeering in the well of
the House, even as the Speaker
initiated the debate on the
Governor’s address amidst a
complete mayhem.

Bholath MLA Sukhpal
Singh Khaira, who made his
appearance in the House after
a long hiatus, too demanded
that someone in the govern-
ment, like Parliamentary
Affairs Minister, should make
a statement and “DGP must be
removed without further delay”.

As the House proceedings
continue, SAD MLA Harinder
Pal Chandumajra and AAP’s
Rupinder Kaur Rubi pushed
the watch and ward staff stand-
ing in front of the Speaker’s
chair trying to break the
defence line.

AAP’s all women MLAs —
Rubi, Saravjit Kaur Manuke,
and Baljinder Kaur, push the
women guards with fellow leg-
islators pushing them from
behind to break the human

security wall.
Irate, the Speaker ordered

the marshals to march all SAD
and AAP MLAs out of the
assembly after naming them,
which means suspending them
for the day, and adjourned the
House. Speaker’s orders came
after the Vidhan Sabha staff
reports to the Speaker that the
opposition party MLAs had
turned off the speakers on
their table.

All opposition MLAs take
their seats, to avoid eviction
from the House. All AAP,
SAD-BJP MLAs group togeth-
er as the Punjab Police officers
forcibly try to lift them, raising
slogans against the Punjab
Police and the Speaker. It was
complete chaos in the House as
treasury benches too raised
slogans against the Akali-BJP
MLAs.

As the house resumed, the
state Technical Education
Minister Charanjit Singh
Channi requested the Speaker
to forgive the MLAs.
Seconding him, the
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Brahm Mohindra too urged
Speaker to take back his deci-
sion and let off the MLAs after
a warning. Without giving any
assurance, the Speaker
adjourned the house till
Tuesday.
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The Opposition Congress
party has become bel-

l igerent on the State
Government for convening
brief  Budget session.
Demanding that the session
should be of at least 15 days,
the party has warned that its
workers would hold a protest
march to Gairsain on March
3 if the session is not extend-
ed. 

Addressing the media
persons at the state head-
quarters of the Congress party
on Monday, the deputy leader
of the Congress legislature
party in state assembly, Karan
Mahra questioned the short
duration of the budget session
of Uttarakhand assembly and
said that state government is
doing formality with a brief
session. He said that if the ses-
sions of the assembly are

organised as per the norms
then the MLAs can put the
problems of their areas in the
assembly and question gov-
ernment. He alleged that the
government is organising
brief session as it is shying
away from its responsibilities.

Mahra said that he has
already requested the Speaker
of Uttarakhand assembly
Premchand Agarwal and
leader of opposition Indira
Hridayesh for putting pres-
sure on the government on
extension of the budget ses-
sion.

Former secretary of the
All  India Congress
Committee (AICC), Prakash
Joshi said that the budget
session is of 15 to 20 day
duration even in the small
states but in Uttarakhand the
upcoming budget session is of
only five days. He informed
that the workers of the
Congress party would meet

all 70 MLAs on February 26
and 27 and handover memo-
randums to them requesting
extension of the budget ses-
sion.

On the strategy of the
congress party in the upcom-
ing budget session, Mahra
said that the party would
take up the issue of irregu-
larities in the examination of
forest guards and the hege-
mony of the district develop-
ment authorities in the ses-
sion. Terming Trivendra
Singh Rawat government
responsible for the irregular-
ity in the forest guard exam-
inations, Mahra claimed that
it would not have occurred if
the BJP government had
taken action against the cul-
prits responsible for similar
irregularities in examinations
conducted by the
Uttarakhand Subordinate
Services Selection commis-
sion in the past.
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Haryana Health Minister
Anil Vij said on Monday

that Detailed Project Report is
being prepared for new med-
ical colleges in Jind, Bhiwani,
Narnaul, and Gurugram dis-
tricts.

Replying to a question
asked during the question
hour in the ongoing Budget
session in Haryana Vidhan
Sabha, the Health Minister
informed the House that the
construction work of the med-
ical college, Jind will be com-
pleted in about three years at
a cost of �663.86 crore. The
Minister informed that the
medical college will be con-
structed in two phases and
�524.23 crore will be spent for
the construction of Phase - I,
while an amount of �139.63

crore will be spent on the con-
struction of Phase - II.

He informed that Haryana
State Roads and Bridges
Development Corporation
Limited is has been declared as
an Executive Agency and it is
preparing a detailed notice
inviting tender for floating
tender for the construction
work.  He said that the bound-
ary wall around the site of the
construction of Jind Medical
College has already been com-
pleted. According to its
Detailed Project Report, an
amount of �663.86 crore will
be spent, of which an amount
of �6,42,30,131 has been
released.

The Minister while reply-
ing to a supplementary ques-
tion asked  regarding the con-
struction of the medical col-
lege in Bhiwani district, said

that a Detailed Project Report
has been prepared for  the
medical college and work will
start within three months.

NO ROLL NO TO BE HELD.
SAYS EDUCATION MINIS-
TER

Haryana Education
Minister Kanwar Pal said that
the Haryana School Education
Board will not hold the roll
number of any candidate
applying for board examina-
tions. The Education Minister
shared this information, while
replying to the issues raised by
a MLA during the budget ses-
sion.

STRAY CATTLE MENACE
TO BE CHECKED

Haryana Deputy Chief
Minister Dushyant Chautala
said that to tackle the problem

of stray cattle in the State, the
Government has already ini-
tiated the process of setting up
of Gaushalas and Cattle Pound
and Cow Abhyaran across the
State.  He said that the
Government is also taking the
help of NGOs to tackle this
problem.

He said financial assis-
tance of �7100 is being given
by the Development and
Panchayat Department to
those Panchayats who have
sent the proposal for setting up
the Gau-Grah and cattle
pounds. He further shared
that to accommodate stray
cattle, 11 gaushalas and cattle
pounds have been set up in
Mahendergarh district.

The Deputy Chief
Minister, who also holds the
portfolio of Development and
Panchayat Department, shared

this while replying to a starred
question asked during the
q u e s t i o n
hour.

Chautala also informed
the House that every month,
animal fairs are being orga-
nized at selected 30 places
across the State, while more
than 300 animal fairs are held
annually. He said that the
State Government is commit-
ted to resolving the problem of
Stray Cattle. He urged all the
MLAs present in the House to
resolve the problem of stray
animals in their respective
constituencies and bring the
people forward for the same.

CONSTRUCTION OF 27
GOVT COLLEGE BUILD-
INGS

Haryana Education
Minister Kanwar Pal said at

present the construction work
of the buildings of 27
Government colleges is going
on and the construction work
of the 6 colleges will be start-
ed soon.  Replying to a starred
question, he said  at present
there are 157 Government
Colleges in the State out of
which 11 colleges have been
established in Rewari district.
He also informed that the
construction of Government
College for boys in Rewari will
be started soon and for which
5 acres of land has been given
by Haryana Shahari Vikas
Pradhikaran to Higher
Education Department. An
administrative approval of Rs
12 crore has also been received
for the construction of this col-
lege building and the con-
struction will be started soon,
he added.
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The advisory board meeting
of Childline was chaired by

the Deputy Development
Commissioner (DDC) Ananya
Mittal in the State capital on
Monday.

In the meeting it was
decided that all district child
welfare officers, CWC offi-
cials, members of the juvenile
district board and all child
welfare institutions will have a
coordination monthly meeting.
It was also decided that
Childline is to be involved in all
crime meetings conducted by
CID.

Issues related to missing
children or those who come
from Railway Childline, City
Childliine were discussed.
The grievances and redressal
boxes should be maintained
and monitored at regular
intervals. All the complaints
received should be dealt with
at the earliest and in a prop-
er way which it is to be done

by Department of Social
Welfare.

“Awareness about
Childline 1098 needs to be
created among every child In
India. It was also decided to
work together with allied sys-
tems like police, health care,
juvenile justice, transport,
education to create child
friendly systems. There is
also the need of a unit for the
mentally challenged children
on which action will be
taken,” DSWO Suman Singh.

The records of all the
departments like police and
labour department should
share their data and work in
coordination.

At the offices of the Block
Development Officers (BDO)
a display board stating child
marriage prohibition officer
should also be installed.

“To prevent child mar-
riages, identity proofs will be
required while getting wed-
ding cards printed or booking
other services for the mar-
riage,” said the official. 
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Two NGOs alleged in the
Supreme Court on Monday

that the Election Commission
(EC) has violated election rules
by destroying the VVPAT
(voter verifiable paper audit
trail) data of last year's Lok
Sabha polls before the conclu-
sion of the statutory one-year
period.

The NGOs - Association
for Democratic Reforms
(ADR) and Common Cause -
- referred to the response
received through an RTI appli-
cation from the EC and alleged
before a bench headed by Chief
Justice SA Bobde that the
VVPAT data was needed to be

preserved for a period of one
year - a rule of the Conduct of
Election Rules. "We do
not look into it at the moment,"
the bench, also comprising
justices BR Gavai and Surya
Kant, said.

Appearing for the NGOs,
lawyer Prashant Bhushan said
the "shocking fact" had
emerged in an RTI response
and they would file an appli-
cation in this regard.

The bench had earlier
issued notice to the poll panel
on the PIL seeking a probe into
alleged discrepancies between
the voter turnout figure and the
number of votes counted in 347
constituencies during the 2019
Lok Sabha polls.
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The Supreme Court on
Monday refused to entertain

a plea seeking framing of guide-
lines to ensure an expeditious
grant of sanction to prosecute
the accused in serious offences
like the sedition case against for-
mer JNU Students' Union pres-
ident Kanhaiya Kumar.  A Bench
of Chief Justice SA Bobde, jus-
tices BR Gavai and Surya Kant
said such an order could be
passed only in a specific case and
directions of generic nature
could not be issued. "The law
should be followed in a partic-
ular case," the bench told lawyer
Shashank Deo Sudhi, who was
appearing for former BJP MLA
Nand Kishor Garg.
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The Centre on Monday
denied allegations of a star-

vation death in Jharkhand and
arbitrary cancellation of near-
ly three crore ration cards of
poor people across the country
in the Supreme Court, assert-
ing that it was ready to prove
them wrong.

"Let it be put on affidavit.
I will respond and show all
these are wrong. It is all incor-
rect statistics," Attorney
General KK Venugopal told a
bench comprising Chief Justice
SA Bobde and justices BR
Gavai and Surya Kant.

The attorney general had
to intervene when senior advo-
cate Colin Gonsalves, appear-
ing in a PIL, alleged starvation
deaths following denial of food

in the absence of Aadhaar
card. 

Gonsalves also claimed
that as many as three crore
ration cards of poor people
have been cancelled by author-
ities across the country and a
13-year-old girl had died of
starvation in Jharkhand after
she was denied ration on
account of non-matching of
Aadhaar details with her ration
card.

The attorney general sub-
mitted that the Centre would
file a comprehensive affidavit
on the issue and was waiting for
replies of state governments
which failed to file the same in
compliance of notices issued to
them on December 9, 2019.
He said the Centre would col-
late the responses of states and
file a response. 
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The Comptroller and
Auditor General (CAG) on

Monday held a brainstorming
session with representatives of
as many as seven Ministries to
seek suggestions from the exec-
utive on areas that could be
selected for audit.

This would help in under-
standing their concerns and
would also supplement the
risk-assessment exercise being
undertaken by the CAG in the
course of finalising the annu-
al plan of audit activities.

The meeting, chaired by
Deputy Comptroller and
Auditor General Anita
Pattanayak, sought more effec-
tive audit exercise from the sec-

retaries and representatives of
the selected Central Ministries
and departments. 

The Ministries included
environment, forest and cli-
mate change, jal shakti, earth
sciences, new and renewable
energy, science and technolo-
gy, food processing industries,
and food and consumer affairs. 

The meeting was intended
to focus on development, tech-
nology and climate-related
issues. 

"We are keen on this inter-
action... Activities undertaken
by scientific and environmen-
tal ministries are critical to the
national objective of broad-
based economic growth and
balanced development across
all sectors.
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Ayear since its launch, the
Modi Government's ambi-

tious cash-for-farmers pro-
gramme 'PM KISAN'
(Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Samman Nidhi)  has reached a
saturation level due to some
States' reluctance to adopt the
Central scheme and imple-
mentation hurdles like linking
with Aadhaar persisting. 

There could be 2.13 crore
more potential beneficiaries
who are left out from the
scheme as States like West
Bengal and Bihar have not
adopted the scheme.  

With the enrolment of 9.74
crore potential beneficiaries,
the new registration has
reached a saturation level,
sources said and pointed out
that the scheme intended to
cover 14 crore farmers. 

As per the Agriculture
Ministry's data, of the 68 lakh

farmers from the West Bengal,
about 10 lakh farmers have
already self-registered for the
scheme via the online portal of
PM-Kisan. Bihar's potential is
158 lakh whereas data of only
59.7 lakh has been uploaded.
Bihar has adopted a beneficia-
ry application based approach
which is delaying identification
and upload.

According to Union
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar, barring West
Bengal and Bihar, all other
States and Union Territories are
implementing the scheme
which has benefited 8.45 crore
farmers so far in the country,
against the target of 14 crore
farmers. 

On PM-Kisan portal, the
centre has received data of
total 9.74 crore farmers. The
minister also launched PM-
Kisan mobile App on comple-
tion of one year of the imple-
mentation of the scheme.

"States which have
achieved 90 percent or more
saturation have been asked to
look at inter district variations
while states to do 100 percent
verification of 25 randomly
selected villages in compara-
tively low saturation districts,"
he said.

The data says, only 9 farm-
ers registered from Adaman
and Nicobar Islands; 123 from
Arunachal Pradesh; 121 from
Chandigarh; 21 from Dadra
Nagar Haveli; 633 from Delhi;
30 from Goa, 4902 from
Himachal Pradesh;11 from
Sikkim; 43 from Puducherry;
733 from Meghalaya and 1010
from Tripura.

According to sources,
Aadhaar-based enrolment and
cash transfers, slow internet
connections in many rural
centres, and messy land records
have slowed the programme. 

"Problems in Aadhaar
authentication, or the process

of validating the biometric
identity with a beneficiary's
bank account, have limited the
number of potential payouts,"
sources added.  

Aadhaar linking was
optional for the first tranche
that covered the December
2018-March 2019 period. 

For the second instalment
covering the period April-
July 2019, Aadhaar authenti-
cation was compulsory, except
for north-eastern States and
the erstwhile Jammu &
Kashmir. On the first anniver-
sar y of launch of the
Government's ambitious PM-
Kisan scheme, Tomar on
Monday launched a mobile
app to broaden the reach of
the programme that aims to
provide annually �6,000 to
each eligible farmer.

Under PM-KISAN, the
government provides income
support of  �6000 a year to
farmers with a valid enrolment,

paid in three equal cash trans-
fers of  �2000 - one every four
months. It was launched on 24
February 2019, when the first
instalment was paid.

Stating that the cash ben-
efit under the scheme will not
only help farmers but also
boost the state economy, Tomar
said: "Our officials have
approached the state govern-
ment in this regard many times.
I have also written twice to the
chief minister urging to join the
scheme. 

But no reply has come yet
from the CM." Tomar said
some states like Andhra
Pradesh, Bihar and Sikkim are
slow in authenticating their
farmers' data and the central
government is pursuing with
them seriously.

About 85 per cent of the
farmers data registered under
the scheme has been Aadhar
verified, the rest will be com-
pleted soon, he added.
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Over 100 Indians stranded
in coronavirus-hit Wuhan

could heave a sigh of relief as
the Centre on Monday said an
Air Force flight to the crisis-hit
Chinese city is being planned
for February 26 for bringing the
evacuees back on February 27.

Union Health Minister Dr
Harsh Vardhan, who under-
took a review of the ongoing
coronavirus (COVID19) man-
agement across the country
with senior officials of the
Ministry, said he has been
informed about the flight by
the Ministry of External Affairs
Ministry.  

The Health Ministry quot-
ed Vardhan as saying this. 

India's national carrier Air
India has already evacuated
around 640 Indians from
Wuhan in two separate flights.
According to estimates, over
100 Indians are still living in
Wuhan. 

A sizeable number of
countries have evacuated their
citizens from China and
restricted movement of people
and goods to and from the
country in view of the massive

outbreak of coronavirus there.
At present, the screening of

passengers is being done in all
21 airports, 12 major and 65
non-major seaports and border
crossings. 

In all 4,214 flights and
4,48,449 passengers have been
screened so far while as of now,
2,707 samples have been test-
ed of which only 3 samples had
earlier tested positive (Kerala)
and all the three patients have
been discharged from the hos-
pitals and are now in home iso-
lation. 

"All Indian evacuees from
Wuhan have tested negative for

COVID19 and have gone back
to their homes from the quar-
antine facilities. In all, 23,259
persons were brought under
community surveillance in 34
States/UTs through the
Integrated Diseases
Surveillance Programme
(IDSP) network," said the
Minister.

A revised travel advisory
on travel to Singapore has been
issued on February 22. 

Regarding movement
across Kartarpur border in
Punjab, it was informed that
in discussion with the Home
Ministry, Health Ministry and
Health Secretary, Punjab, spe-
cial  screening has been
strengthened across the bor-
der and further necessary
facilitation for masks to be
worn by pilgrims is being ini-
tiated. 

At present, in addition to
screening of passengers from
flights coming from China,
Hong Kong, Thailand,
Singapore, Japan and South
Korea, entry screening has
been extended to flights com-
ing from Vietnam, Nepal,
Indonesia and Malaysia with
effect from February 23.
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Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Monday handed

over to the CISF the trophy for
the ''best marching contingent''
amongst the paramilitary forces
and other auxiliary squads for
performance during the
Republic Day parade this year. 

An event was held in the
South Block office of the
defence ministry where CISF
Director General (DG) Rajesh
Ranjan, contingent comman-
der Deputy Commandant
Prabh Simran Singh and other
officials of the force received
the trophy from Singh, an offi-
cial spokesperson said.

The CISF contingent is
identified by its distinct yellow-
coloured headgear and had
148-members when they
marched this time at the

Rajpath on January 26. this is
the sixth time that the force has
won this award, the spokesper-
son said.

With a strength of nearly
1.70 lakh personnel, the
Central Industrial Security
Force (CISF) is a Central para-
military that secures 61 airports

at present apart from vital
infrastructure in the nuclear
and aerospace domain. 

The CISF DG congratulat-
ed Contingent Commander
and other officers of CISF for
their excellent performance
and bringing laurels to the
organization.
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Peeved at the Modi
Government's move to not

allow its top leaders, including
party chief Sonia Gandhi, to
meet with the visiting US pres-
ident Donald Trump, as has
been the tradition, the
Opposition Congress has
decided to give the official
banquet hosted by President
Ram Nath Kovind in honour of
the visiting dignitary a com-
pletely miss.

On Monday, news came in
about former Prime minister
Manmohan Singh too not
attending the banquet hosted
by President Ram Nath Kovind
in honour of the US President
on Tuesday. 

Singh had earlier accepted
the invite but expressed his
inability to attend the same.  He
has conveyed his regret to the
President's office for not being
able to attend the banquet,
sources close to Singh said.

Earlier, Congress leader in
Lok Sabha Adhir Ranjan
Chowdhury and Leader of

Opposition in Rajya Sabha
Ghulam Nabi Azad  had decid-
ed to skip the President's ban-
quet in protest over the party's
top leaders not being extend-
ed an invitation. 

Chowdhury said the Modi
Government has done away
with the tradition of allowing
the principal opposition party
to hold discussions with the
visiting US President, unlike in
the past when such meetings
were arranged. "I will not
attend the banquet hosted by
the President on February 25.
It is a protest on my behalf," he
said.

He said the Government
has not extended an invite to
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi. "We do not feel good
about the change in tradition
by the Modi Government,
when the principal opposition
party leaders are ignored dur-
ing such key visits. In the past,
we ensured the principal oppo-
sition party leaders meet the
visiting dignitaries, including
US President George Bush or
Barack Obama," he said. 
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As  the US President
Donald Trump began his

ambitious   two-day  visit to
India on Monday, the BJP
described "Namaste Trump",
an  event at Ahmedabad  on
the line of 'Howdy Modi', a
"master stroke" of public
diplomacy between the two
countries. 

Trump has said that the
US and India will seal major
trade pacts during  his visit
which is exclusively focused
on  India.  Trump is to seek re-
election as President later this
year.  

A high-powered delega-
tion is accompanying the US
President with an eye on
extracting a favourable trade
deal and reduction in tariff  by
India  on American exports .
" Modi is a tough negotiator.",
said the US President while
making his speech at the
'Namaste India'   event in the

Gujarat Capital . 
On day one of  the visit,

'Namaste Trump' was held at
Motera Stadium in
Ahmedabad to welcome
Trump who was given a rous-
ing ovation by a capacity
crowd of over one lakh.  

Trump and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi also
addressed the  audience in the
stadium, the largest cricket
stadium in the world . 

"Namaste Trump is a
masterstroke of public diplo-
macy between India and US,"
Vijay Chauthaiwale, who
heads the BJP's overseas

affairs department, said in a
series of tweets.

He asked if any other vis-
iting foreign head of state has
ever praised a country, its
national heroes, heritage, cul-
ture, music and leader so
profusely.

"This day will be written
in the golden letters in the his-
tory of India, thanks to the
visionary leadership of PM
Narendra Modi," he said. 

The US president was
driven from airport to
Sabarmati Ashram  and later
to the stadium as people
lined-up on both sides of the
22-km-long route to cheer
both the leaders.   Describing
Modi as a "tremendously suc-
cessful leader" of the Indian
republic, Trump, in his speech
in the  stadium , referred to
the BJP leader's "landslide
victory like no other in the
largest democratic election
ever held anywhere on the
face of the earth". 
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on Monday

conducted searches at multiple
locations in Tamil Nadu and
Karnataka in connection with
three ISIS-related cases. 

In Tamil Nadu, searches
were conducted at 10 locations
including one in Chennai City,
one in Kanchipuram district,
one in Toothukudi district,
three in Salem district and
four in Cuddalore district. 

The searches were con-
ducted in connection with
Chennai Q Branch Case, ISIS
Khaja Moideen Module case
and ISIS-Al Hind Module
Case. 

The Q branch case relates
to 10 Bengaluru-based accused
persons who allegedly con-
spired with ISIS/ Daish mem-
ber Khaja Moideen, native of
Parangipettai, Cuddalore dis-
trict, with the intention of car-
rying out unlawful activities

and committing terrorist acts in
India by procuring illegal arms
in furtherance of the terror out-
fit's agenda. During searches at
the houses of the 10 accused, 16
SIM cards and 2 internet don-
gles besides documents and
books have been seized, the
NIA said. 

The ISIS Khaja Moideen
Module Case, originally regis-
tered by Special Cell of Delhi
Police, was re-registered by
NIA on January 30 this year
against arrested accused Abdul

Samad, Khaja Moideen, Syed
Ali Navas and Jaffer Ali besides
their associates for the con-
spiracy to further the objectives
of the banned terror outfit
ISIS/ Daish by carrying out ter-
rorist attacks in Delhi and
NCR. During searches at the
houses of the arrested accused
on Monday, the NIA seized
four laptops, one tablet, wo
mobile phones and three SIM
cards besides certain docu-
ments including books sup-
porting violent jihad. 

In Karnataka, NIA carried
out searches at 15 locations in
Bengaluru city and  Kolar dis-
trict in connection with inves-
tigation of ISIS AL Hind
Module Case at the houses of
arrested and absconding
accused and  office of AL-Hind
Trust. During searches, a num-
ber of digital devices including
nine mobile phones, five SIM
cards, one Laptop, two Hard
Discs, four CDs/DVDs, 18
Books, one auto rickshaw, fire

crackers and other
Incriminating documents have
been seized from these loca-
tions, the agency said in a
statement.

ISIS AL Hind Module Case
pertains to  a criminal con-
spiracy with an objective of
murdering Hindu leaders, cre-
ating communal riots and to do
anti-national activities by form-
ing a terrorist gang,  being
inspired by ISIS, a proscribed
terrorist outfit. 

The members of the Al
Hind module conducted meet-
ings at Bengaluru and other
parts of Karnataka, Tamil Nadu
and propagated ISIS ideology,
procured arms and ammuni-
tion and other incriminating
material for executing their
plans The seized items will be
submitted before the jurisdic-
tional NIA Special Courts at
Chennai and Bengaluru and
the digital devices subjected to
cyber forensic examination,
the NIA added. 
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The Centre on Monday
gave in-principle approval

to the construction of an ele-
vated expressway between
Dehradun and New Delhi
which will reduce the distance
between the two cities to 180
kms.  The Centre's Go-ahead
to the project was conveyed to
Uttarakhand Chief Minister
Trivendra Singh Rawat by the
National Highway Authority
of India Chairman SS Sandhu. 

Congratulating the people
of the State after his meeting
with Sandhu, the Chief
Minister said the construction
of the highway will boost
tourism and prove to be a
milestone in its economic
development.  It will reduce
the distance between
Dehradun and the national
capital to 180 kms and the
State Government will extend

all support to the NHAI for
the construction of the ele-
vated highway, Rawat said. 

At present, the distance
between Dehradun and Delhi
is around 250 kms.   

Work on the highway,
which will reduce travel time
between the two cities to two
and a half hours, will begin
soon, Sandhu said at the
meeting with Rawat.

Construction of an ele-
vated road on the route
besides a new tunnel near

Mohand on the outskirts of
Dehradun is proposed as part
of the project, the NHAI
chairman said.  Noting that
parts of the proposed highway
falls under the jurisdiction of
forest and wildlife depart-
ment of neighbouring Uttar
Pardesh, Sandhu asked the
Chief Minister to request the
UP Government for speedy
forest and environment clear-
ances so that work on the pro-
ject could be expedited. 
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The agitation against the
Citizenship Amendment Act
(CAA), the National Population
Register (NPR) and related mat-
ters, triggered largely by fears

that the Union Government will deprive
millions of Muslims of their citizenship, is
one of the most confusing agitations that
this writer has witnessed over the past five
decades. The CAA has nothing to do with
the Indian citizens. It only seeks to provide
citizenship to a limited number of people
who have been persecuted in three Islamic
Republics neighbouring India. The premise
on which the agitation is being carried on
is completely baseless and is indicative of
the extent of mischief a bunch of malcon-
tents can do when the electorate rejects
their agenda.

Organisers of the agitation are calling
people to the protest sites by spreading
rumours that the CAA will enable the
Government to snatch away their citizen-
ship, when the fact is that the law has noth-
ing to do with the people of this country.
More importantly, anyone, who reads the
Citizenship Act, 1955, (the entire Act and
not just the 2019 amendment to it), will
realise how water-tight the citizenship of
a natural-born citizen (a person born on
Indian soil) is under this Act and that in
reality, no one has the power to take it away.
Section 3 of the Citizenship Act, 1955,
describes citizens of India “by birth.” It says:

“Every person born in India (a) on or
after January 26, 1950, but before July 1,
1987; (b) on or after the July 1, 1987, but
before the commencement of the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2003,
and either of whose parents is a citizen
of India at the time of his birth; (c) on or
after the commencement of the
Citizenship (Amendment) Act, 2003,
where (i) both his parents are citizens of
India; or (ii) one of whose parents is a cit-
izen of India and the other is not an ille-
gal migrant at the time of his birth, shall
be a citizen of India by birth.”

As can be seen, probably 99 per cent
or more of the Indian citizens fall in this
category called “citizens by birth” and they
belong to all religions — Hindu, Muslim
and Christian among others. Such people
are also known as “natural born” citizens.
They are distinct from naturalised citizens
and indeed constitute the highest class of
citizens (for example in the US, only a nat-
ural born citizen can be the President).
These citizens (this writer included) do not
“apply” for citizenship. They become citi-
zens when they first breathe life. They do
not make an oath, swearing allegiance to
the Constitution of India because their
every breath is deemed allegiance. Their
loyalty is taken for granted. They can give
up their Indian citizenship but no power
can deprive them of their citizenship.
Among such citizens, those who commit
rape and murder, can be hanged for the

offence, if the law so provides,
but their citizenship cannot be
snatched away from them. The
Act does not provide for it.
They will take their citizenship
to the gallows. Such is the
quality of this citizenship.

The citizenship Act offers
other categories of citizenship
like citizenship by registration
(Section 5) and naturalisation
(Section 6). These are basical-
ly for foreigners who wish to
settle in India and seek Indian
citizenship or people of Indian
origin living abroad who want
to return to India and live as cit-
izens in this country. There is
another category — foreigners,
who marry Indian citizens and
settle down in the country.
Sonia Gandhi, the president of
the Congress, is an Italian expa-
triate who moved to India after
her marriage to former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi in 1968.

Under Section 5(2), Indian
citizenship can be granted to a
person coming via the registra-
tion route. There is a similar
provision under Section 6 (2)
for expatriates who apply for
Indian citizenship through
“naturalisation.” In both cases,
citizenship is granted, subject
to conditions and restrictions,
and only after they make the
oath of allegiance.

In the case of Sonia
Gandhi, as per the law at that
time, she could have applied for
Indian citizenship five years
after marriage but she did so
only after 15 years on April 7,

1983, and was granted citizen-
ship on April 30, 1983. Despite
being an Italian citizen in 1980,
she illegally entered the elec-
toral rolls that year and follow-
ing a complaint, her name was
deleted from the rolls.
However, this is another story
for another day. But one may
ask, how is all this relevant?

These facts are pertinent
because unlike natural-born
citizens, Sonia Gandhi’s citizen-
ship is extremely vulnerable.
Being a “naturalised” citizen,
her citizenship is subject to sev-
eral conditions and restric-
tions. Further, if she violates
any of those conditions, her cit-
izenship can be cancelled.

Section 10 of the citizen-
ship Act lists out the situations
in which a citizen by registra-
tion or naturalisation can be
deprived of his/her citizenship.
It says that if the registration or
certificate of naturalisation
was obtained by means of
fraud, false representation or
the concealment of any mate-
rial fact; or that citizen has
shown himself by act or speech
to be disloyal or disaffected
towards the Constitution of
India as by law established; or
that citizen has, during any war
in which India may be
engaged,  unlawfully traded or
communicated with an enemy;
or that citizen has been ordi-
narily resident out of India for
a continuous period of seven
years”, his/her citizenship can
be cancelled.  

Further, unlike citizens by
birth, a naturalised citizen has
to swear allegiance to the
Constitution of India. It cannot
be taken for granted. Every
Muslim citizen, who is swayed
by the anti-CAA argument,
must ask himself/herself the
following questions in order to
know the quality of citizenship
he/she enjoys: Did he/she ever
“apply” for citizenship like
Sonia Gandhi? Was he/she
ever asked to swear allegiance
to the Constitution of India,
like her? So, this is the power
and quality of the citizenship of
99 per cent of the citizens
under the Citizenship Act,
1955, but the Congress, after its
decimation in the 2019 Lok
Sabha poll, wants the Muslims
of India to believe that their cit-
izenship is as fragile as that of
its party president.

This is nothing but an
attempt to spread falsehood
and disaffection. It could even
be seen as an attempt to over-
throw a duly elected
Government through guile and
subterfuge. Proud natural-born
citizens of India — Hindus,
Muslims, Christians, Sikhs,
Jains, Buddhists, Parsis and
Jews — must disengage them-
selves from this campaign
which is dangerous for our
democracy and for our consti-
tutional well-being.

(The writer is an author
specialising in democracy 
studies. Views expressed are
personal.)
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Sir — The Kerala Government
must be lauded for its ambitious
sanitation initiative as it plans to
set up 12,000 pairs of public toi-
lets on highways. The lack of pub-
lic toilets on freeways causes
inexplicable difficulties for people,
especially women and children.
Most often, travellers are clueless.
There are either unmaintained
public toilets on the way or peo-
ple have to visit hotels and spend
money on food simply because
they have to use the toilet there.

The land of the Government,
public sector undertakings (PSUs)
and cooperative institutions will
be utilised for this purpose. The
Government has decided to
instruct local self-Government
institutions to identify land in
their areas alongside the State and
national highways. 

The Government has fur-
ther stated that those agencies
willing to cooperate with the
project would be made partners.
There is also an idea to start small
shops and snack parlours along
with these complexes, which can,
in turn, give employment as well
as boost the economy. But the
public will have to use them and

maintain them properly. Other
State Governments can follow
Kerala’s template.

M Pradyu
Kannur

������������	��������

Sir — By ordering that bars
would remain open till late in

some Haryana cities, the State
Government is looking to
increase its revenue from liquor
sales. While increasing liquor
contracts and the number of

vends will  generate some
employment and income for
people associated with the sec-
tor, the increase in liquor con-
sumption may also cause a spurt
in crime. The sale of liquor at
shopping malls will also add to
the problem. This method of
adding on to the State’s revenue
is against public welfare.

Yugal Kishore Sharma
Faridabad
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Sir — Rumours are rife that
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
may once again take charge of the
party. But more than once, the
Congress scion has demonstrat-
ed that he is unsuited to lead the
party. Leaders, too, are toeing the
same line because they cannot be
seen to be publically writing him
off. But Rahul does not seem to
connect with the masses. If the
Congress cannot really look
beyond the family. why not per-
suade Priyanka Gandhi to step in?
But who will bell the cat?

Srinivas
Via email
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Successive Governments have remained
obsessed with accelerating economic growth
without caring about how it impacts income

distribution, forget any attempt to internalise this
crucial aspect in development strategies. They
believe that the fruits of growth will automati-
cally percolate to the lowest strata of society.
Nothing could be farther from the truth. This is
evident from a piece of research, Time to Care,
released by rights group Oxfam ahead of the 50th
Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum
(WEF) held in Davos (Switzerland) from January
21-24. According to the study, India’s richest one
per cent hold more than four-times the wealth
held by the 953 million people who make up the
bottom 70 per cent of the country’s population.
Further, the combined total wealth of 63 Indian
billionaires is higher than the total Union
Budget of the country for the fiscal year 2018-
19.

At the global level, too, the report (for cal-
culations, it draws upon latest data sources avail-
able, including the Credit Suisse Research
Institute’s Global Wealth Databook, 2019 and
Forbes’ 2019 Billionaires List) brings out glaring
inequalities in the distribution of wealth. The
world’s 2,153 billionaires have more wealth than
the 4.6 billion people who make up 60 per cent
of the planet’s population. The 22 richest men in
the world have more wealth than all the women
in Africa. The report notes, “global inequality is
shockingly entrenched even as the number of bil-
lionaires has doubled in the last decade”. 

The Governments world over are fully aware
of these glaring inequalities as well as their con-
sequences. For instance, the WEF’s annual
Global Risks Report (GRR) — which was thor-
oughly discussed during the brainstorming ses-
sions at Davos — observes, “inequality under-
lies recent social unrest in almost every continent,
although it may be sparked by different tipping
points such as corruption, constitutional breach-
es or the rise in prices for basic goods and ser-
vices”. It also warned, “the downward pressure on
the global economy from macroeconomic fragili-
ties and financial inequality continued to inten-
sify in 2019.”

They also routinely pledge to address these
inequalities and come out with lofty declarations
at multilateral platforms, including those under
the auspices of the United Nations to bridge the
gap between the rich and the poor, including by
use of what the GRR terms as “deliberate
inequality-busting policies.” Yet, when it comes
to action on ground zero, there is acute lack of
political will on the part of Governments and
other stakeholders; hence, the business as usual
scenario and ever-increasing inequities.

Fundamentally, inequalities are intrinsic to
the way businesses are planned and orchestrat-
ed. It all starts with the Government offering a
policy environment in which investors are
offered an opportunity to earn an attractive rate
of return on investment. What that attractive rate
should be is not normally defined (though in cer-
tain sectors like power, it guarantees a minimum
return); so any level, howsoever high, can fall
within the scope of “attractiveness.” A vast
majority of the businesses pursue the famous
adage “profit maximisation” to the hilt. They dis-
tribute their expenses in such a manner that the
least amount is given to the labour and the bulk
of it comes back to the owner (or promoter) as
“retained earnings.” The owners/promoters also

leave no stone unturned in ensuring
that their tax liability is kept at a bare
minimum (for this, they retain the best
talent viz. chartered accountants and
other financial wizards, paying them
extraordinarily high salaries). Big busi-
nesses also enjoy pricing power. For
instance, those operating in metals such
as copper, zinc or in hydrocarbon viz.
oil and gas enjoy natural monopoly.
Leveraging this, they charge high
prices, making windfall gains even as
consumers suffer erosion in purchas-
ing power. This also applies to banks
who enjoy margins of three-four per
cent (difference between the average
interest earning and the average cost of
funds) yielding mammoth profit.
Furthermore, there are companies in
the IT (information technology) and
IT-enabled sector which use their intel-
lectual prowess to post huge profits
year-after-year.      

Then, there are enterprises in the
chemical, petrochemicals and agro-
chemicals sectors who have hugely ben-
efitted from a protective policy environ-
ment, with high tariff on imports as well
as licensing and registration require-
ments. These companies make money
at the expense of millions of consumers,
including farmers (for instance, they
have to pay a high price for “new” crop
protection solutions for which domes-
tic substitutes are not available).   

The micro, small and medium
enterprises (MSMEs) may not be so
well positioned vis-a-vis large enterpris-
es but ape the latter when it comes to
distributing the proceeds of wealth gen-
eration. Their owners spend the least
on payment to workers thereby boost-
ing their retained earnings. They, too,
get tax bonanza from the Government
in a variety of ways (for instance, spe-
cial package under composition scheme
of Goods and Services Tax as well as
income tax). They may not find a place
in the billionaires’ club but definitely
earn the multi-millionaire tag. 

Then, there is the trader class, par-
ticularly entities dealing in farm com-

modities. They buy products from
farmers at a throwaway price — the
minimum support price (MSP) notified
by the Government remains mostly on
paper as its agencies don’t have the
wherewithal to procure their produce
— and sell to the consumer at a high
price. Irrespective of whether there is
surplus or deficit, Indian markets are
so orchestrated that only traders emerge
as the real beneficiaries at the expense
of farmers at one end and consumers
at the other.     

There is yet another class of rich
who are an offshoot of corruption in
governance systems. This includes cor-
rupt bureaucrats, politicians (besides
dubious businessmen) who amass
wealth disproportionate to their known
sources of income by siphoning off
funds from welfare schemes and diver-
sion of funds borrowed from public sec-
tor banks to personal accounts or shell
companies of which they are the ulti-
mate beneficiaries.         

How does the Government address
income inequalities? Typically, this
takes the form of giving relief to the
poor by providing State assistance in
cash or kind. For instance, under the
PM-KISAN, the Government gives
�6,000 per annum to each of the 145
million farmers in the country in three
installments of �2,000 each. As for help
in kind, it provides Mid-Day Meals to
schoolchildren or free medical services
to Economically Weaker Sections in
hospitals.

There are umpteen instances of
such assistance — both by the Centre
and States — entailing a mountain of
burden on the public exchequer. All of
this goes only to help millions barely
survive even as a good slice of this is
siphoned off (the malice continues in
substantial measure despite the
Government’s efforts to prevent it,
using the direct benefit transfer mech-
anism). However, it does nothing to
augment their productive capacity and
prepare them for getting jobs. Even
where funds are given for empowering

and increasing the income earning
capacity (for instance, availability of
credit at concessional rate of interest to
farmers and others engaged in petty
occupations, supply of agricultural
inputs such as fertilisers at subsidised
rate, free electricity to farmers and so
on), much of the promised help either
does not reach or is cornered mostly by
better-off farmers. Even those who gain
from these support measures are at the
receiving end when it comes to inter-
face with traders for selling their pro-
duce. 

Quite clearly, despite mammoth
sums spent on welfare of the poor or
“empowering” them, income inequal-
ities increase even during periods of
rapid economic growth. Even when,
growth decelerates (for instance, dur-
ing the current year when it declined
to an 11-year-low of five per cent), then
also the inequalities persist as the poor
lose much more than the loss experi-
enced by the rich. 

The solution doesn’t lie in more
sops, concessional credit, fiscal incen-
tives and so on. There is need for a fun-
damental change in the way our indus-
trialists do business and politicians and
bureaucrats conduct themselves. While,
the former need to shed their overzeal-
ousness for profits, charge less from
consumers, distribute more to workers
and pay more taxes, the latter must
ensure that every rupee is spent for the
welfare and empowerment of the poor.

Even as the Government shuffles
policy choices to attune them for cre-
ating more jobs and increase income
(by promoting labour-intensive sectors
such as textiles, apparels, food service,
hospitality and so on), unless the
stakeholders change their mindset
towards the majority who are not so
privileged, inequalities will continue to
haunt and as pointed out in the GRR,
even growth will remain vulnerable to
the deep divide between the rich and
the poor.

(The writer is a New Delhi-based
policy analyst)
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Malaria, is known as the “dis-
ease of poverty” as it often hits
those who have the least

access to healthcare. Statistics show that
80 per cent of cases occur among 20
per cent of the country’s population,
mostly communities living in remote
areas.  For India, malaria has been a
tricky foe with varying outcomes over
the decades. It has achieved great
strides in curbing the disease every
time the Government has increased
intensification and on the ground
implementation of eradication pro-
grammes. The reverse is also true.

Malaria was nearly eliminated in

the early 1960s but it soon re-emerged
as a major public health problem. Early
setbacks in its eradication coincided
with DDT shortages and in the late ’60s
malaria cases in urban areas started to
multiply. In the ’70s its resurgence was
a result of technical, financial and oper-
ational problems. As a result, in 1976,
a whopping 6.45 million cases were
recorded which led to the discontin-
uation of eradication efforts. In order
to control the massive upsurge, the
Modified Plan of Operation was
launched in 1977 which brought the
situation under control for five-six
years. Malaria cases fell to 2.18 million
in 1984 and climbed back to three mil-
lion in 1995, with substantial mortal-
ity reported. However, since 2000,
India has reduced the number of cases
by more than half and the number of
deaths by more than two-thirds. In the
WHO’s World Malaria Report 2019,
India was lauded for strengthening its
fight against the disease. These con-
certed efforts need to be sustained,
reinvented and amplified if we are

going to end malaria by 2030. 
Challenges ahead: In 2015, Prime

Minister Narendra Modi declared the
country’s commitment to eliminating
the disease by 2030. Soon after, in 2016,
India introduced its National Strategic
Plan for Malaria Elimination and
took several measures to end the mal-
ady. But the biggest challenge remains
as India’s true burden of malaria is
unknown. To understand and map
malaria cases and fatalities, India
solely relies on data from Government
hospitals. This highlights a big gap in
the realities of its malaria burden when
approximately 70 per cent of urban and
63 per cent of rural households use the
private sector to seek medical care. In
some States malaria has been declared
a notifiable disease, this means that pri-
vate sector establishments have to
adhere to Government guidelines,
use recommended anti-malarial drugs
and report cases to the authorities.
However, it is yet to be declared a noti-
fiable disease for many States, which
amplifies the gap in mapping the over-

all malaria burden. Several concrete
steps are needed to win this fight.

Disease mapping: We must take
along the private sector to ensure a col-
laborative surveillance method to
obtain malaria’s exact burden. For this
we need to foster a healthy partnership
between the private and public sector
for mapping the disease in a holistic
manner. If such a mechanism for gath-
ering data is implemented and the true
burden is identified, then India will be
well-placed to end the disease. 

Effective partnerships:
Collaboration between various stake-
holders is the key to success. To cite an
example, an NGO, Malaria No More,
launched a Malaria Action Coalition
(MAC) in September 2019. The MAC
acts as a multi-sectoral coordination
platform, chaired by the malarial State
of Odisha, with representation from
non-Government technical, research
and implementation agencies as well
as the private sector, donors, investors
and media partners to support the
National Vector Borne Disease Control

Programme.
Creating awareness: Creating

awareness has been one of the major
catalysts to reduce, if not completely
eliminate, a disease. Advocacy, aware-
ness and on-ground programmes go
hand in hand and the public and pri-
vate sector have an equal role in it. To
reduce the burden of malaria it is
important to empower communities
by educating them. An individual has
to first learn to recognise and then pre-
vent the disease. To further this effort,
it is important that the individual
spread information on malaria in
his/her area. This empowerment will
only come with education and self-
awareness. 

Government’s commitments:
Modi and the Health Minister have
echoed India’s seriousness to end
malaria by 2030 on national and
international platforms, including
during last year’s Commonwealth
Heads of Government Meeting, when
52 leaders committed to halve malar-
ia by 2023. With more Government

funding still needed, the Central
Government nearly trebled the outlay
for the National Vector Borne Disease
Control Programme (NVBDCP) over
the last two years. 

Ensuring adequate investment in
malaria is imperative to achieving
India’s elimination goals.
Implementing the Five Year Plan for
malaria elimination shall require
�10,653.16 crore. While the
Government has increased it’s fund-
ing for the NVBDCP, the Central
Government-allocated funds for it get
divided for disease control pro-
grammes/interventions for six diseases,
malaria, dengue, chikungunya, kala-
azar, lymphatic filariasis and Japanese
encephalitis, creating a paucity of
resources. This makes private sector
contributions extremely critical to
bolster the Government’s efforts but
there is a lack of funding from it.
However, sustained focus and
increased funding are crucial to boost
the fight against malaria. Its elimina-
tion in India is important from a glob-

al and regional perspective because the
country has the highest malaria bur-
den outside sub-Saharan Africa. Some
1.26 billion Indians are at risk of malar-
ia and the country shares its borders
with several nations aiming for malar-
ia elimination, including Bhutan,
Bangladesh and Nepal. Sri Lanka,
which eliminated malaria in 2016, is
separated by only a small stretch of sea,
with frequent air travel occurring
between the two neighbours. India also
shares borders with Myanmar where
a drug-resistant malaria parasite has
been reported. Successful malaria
control in India will enhance elimina-
tion efforts across the region and the
world. 

The challenges for the mammoth
task — private sector partnership,
increased domestic funding, surveil-
lance mechanism, impact on the vul-
nerable population — need to be
addressed. Till then there’s no room for
complacency.

(The writer is Co-Founder, Smile
Foundation)
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Ahmedabad: The renovated
Motera stadium here is yet to
host its first cricket match but
on Monday the sprawling facil-
ity became the site of a public
spectacle where US President
Donald Trump showered
encomiums on India and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
amid a rather delirious
crowd.

The jam-packed arena, also
known as Sardar Patel Stadium,
frequently broke into applause
as people displayed enthusiasm
for the first visit by any US
president to the home State of
Modi.

Trumps praise for India,
his denouncing of the menace
of terrorism and his try at
Hindi during his over 25-
minute- long speech was well
received by people and punc-
tuated by constant clapping
by the nearly 1.25 lakh-strong

crowd.
People were pleased when

Trump praised Modi, remem-
bering his humble background
as a “chaiwala” (tea seller) and
his inspiring journey to the
office of Prime Minister.

Though Modi and Trump's
address for 'Namaste Trump'
event was scheduled to start
after 1.30 pm, people from
across Gujarat started arriving
at the world's biggest cricket
stadium since 8 am.

Though placards and flags
were not allowed to be taken
inside the stadium located in
the Motera area, people were
seen wearing masks of Trump
and Modi.

There was a continuous
stream of people towards the
stadium since the morning as
parking areas for vehicles was
kept some distance away from
the stadium. PTI

Ahmedabad: A lot of eye-
brows were raised on Twitter
and many people expressed
surprise as US President
Donald Trump left a message
in the visitors' book at
Sabarmati Ashram without any
mention of Mahatma Gandhi.

In the book, Trump wrote,
“To my great friend Prime
Minister Naredra Modi, thank
you for this wonderful visit.”

Trump, who reached
Ahmedabad on Monday for the
first leg of his India tour, visit-
ed the Ashram along with wife
Melania minutes after he land-
ed here. After noticing no
mention of Mahatma Gandhi
in the message by Trump, neti-
zens took to Twitter, compar-
ing his note with that of former
US President Barack Obama.

When Obama visited the
Mani Bhavan - where Gandhi
used to stay while in Mumbai
- in south Mumbai in 2010, his
note in the visitors' book read:
“I am filled with hope and
inspiration as I have the priv-
ilege to view this testament to
Gandhi's life. He is a hero not
just to India but to the world.”

Five years later, in January
2015, after visiting the Raj
Ghat in Delhi, Obama wrote,
“What Dr Martin Luther King
Jr said then remains true today.
The spirit of Gandhi is very
much alive in India today. And
it remains a great gift to the
world. May we always live in
the spirit of love and peace-
among all people and nations.”

Congress leader Manish
Tewari posted an image of
Trump's remarks in the
Ashram visitors' book, saying
“This is a snapshot of the note
that someone sent. It ostensi-
bly is @realDonaldTrumps
note at Sabarmati. No mention
of the Great Mahatma. Does he
even know who Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi 
was? PTI

Ahmedabad: Using Bollywood to strike
a chord with movie-loving Indians, US
President Donald Trump on Monday
hailed the ‘genius’ of the Hindi film indus-
try and recalled two all-time favourites,
‘Sholay’ and ‘Dilwale Dulhania Le Jayenge’
(DDLJ).  

Addressing the 'Namaste Trump'
event at the Motera Stadium here, the US
president said people ‘take great joy’ in
watching Bollywood films and under-
standing Indian culture through them.

“This is the country that produces
nearly 2,000 movies a year from the hub
of genius and creativity known as
Bollywood,” he told the gathering of about
100,000 people packed into the stadium.

“All over the planet people take great
joy in scenes of bhangra, music and dance,
romance and drama, and classic Indian
films like 'DDLJ' and 'Sholay',” Trump said,
referring to two of the biggest hits in
Bollywood history. 

While the 1975 multi-starrer ‘Sholay’,
labelled a ‘curry western’ by many, is an
action-adventure film that has stood the
test of time, the 1995 Shah Rukh Khan-
Kajol-led ‘DDLJ’ is an out and out
romance. 

‘Sholay’ director Ramesh Sippy said
he was delighted that Trump included the
film as a creative piece from India in his
speech.  “I feel overwhelmed, humbled
that the US president felt this way. I am
delighted that 'Sholay' is included in his
speech as a creative piece from India. I am
thankful to him for having mentioned
'Sholay' after 45 years of the film,” Sippy
told PTI.  Yash Raj Films, the makers of
'DDLJ', posted on Twitter, “DDLJ
trumps!”   This is not the first effort by
the US president to use popular culture
to reach out to Indians.  Ahead of his
maiden visit to India, Trump shared a
video in which his face was superimposed
on the hit movie-character Baahubali. 

Ahmedabad: Waving Indian
and US flags and  Shouting slo-
gans, thousands of people lined
up the 22-km-long roadshow
route US President Donald
Trump and his wife Melania
took to reach Motera stadium
for the 'Namaste Trump' event.

Many people, including
students, from Ahmedabad
and different parts of Gujarat
arrived here since morning for
the spectacle of the ‘India Road
Show’ as troupes showed cul-
tural performances.

Many were left disap-
pointed after being refused
entry to the Motera stadium for
want of passes. But they took
solace in standing along the

road to catch a glimpse of the
leaders.

Authorities had earlier said
over one lakh people were
expected to line up along the
roadshow route.

Artistes from almost all

states performed during the
roadshow. Separate stages for
each state were erected at reg-
ular distance on the route.

Wearing traditional cos-
tumes, artistes from different
states performed on these 30-

odd stages and greeted the
VVIPs when they passed from
the route. Govindbhai Patel and
eight members of his village in
Sabarkantha  district, around
70 km from here, reached
Ahmedabad early morning and
stood in a queue along the
Sabarmati riverfront and wait-
ed for the convoy to arrive.

Modi's convoy arrived first
at the Sabarmati Ashram, fol-
lowed by that of Donald
Trump, with the US President
and his wife sitting in the
Cadillac armoured limousine,
called The Beast.

From the Ashram the
convoy then proceeded to
Motera stadium. PTI
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Ahmedabad: India embraces free-
dom, liberty, individual rights and
the rule of law, and is admired
around the globe as people of dif-
ferent religions worship side by side
in harmony, US President Donald
Trump said on Monday, lauding the
country's accomplishments dur-
ing his maiden State visit here.

He noted that India has an
incredible potential and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi is laying
the foundations of its future.
Hailing India's diversity, the US
President said its unity is an inspi-
ration to the world as it is known
for its democracy, tolerance and
peace. 

“India is a country that proud-
ly embraces freedom, liberty, indi-
vidual rights, the rule of law, and
the dignity of every human being. 

“Your nation has always been
admired around the earth as the
place where millions upon millions
of Hindus and Muslims, Sikhs and
Jains, Buddhists, Christians, and
Jews worship side by side in har-
mony,” he said while addressing a
packed Motera stadium at the
'Namaste Trump' event here.

“The story of the Indian nation
is a tale of astounding progress, a
miracle of democracy, extraordi-
nary diversity, and above all, strong
and noble people.

“India gives hope to all of
humanity. In just 70 years, India
become an economic giant, the
largest democracy ever to exist and
one of the most amazing asians
anywhere in the world,” Trump
said.

The potential for India is
absolutely incredible, he said while
noting that India's rise as a pros-
perous and independent nation is
an example for every nation all over
the world and one of the out-
standing achievements of the cen-
tury.   It is inspiring because India
has achieved all this as a democra-
tic, peaceful and tolerant country,
he said. PTI
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Srinagar: PDP chief
Mehbooba Mufti's daughter
Iltija Mufti on Monday said the
Government was busy with
the visit of US President
Donald Trump to India, while
Delhi was ‘burning’ and 8 mil-
lion Kashmiris deprived of
their fundamental rights. 

She said the legacy of
Mahatma Gandhi is remem-
bered only during visits by for-
eign dignitaries to Sabarmati
Ashram.

‘Hi Tea' & Namastey
Trump while Delhi burns & 8
million Kashmiris remain
deprived of fundamental rights.
Gandhi ji's legacy remembered
only at perfunctory visits to
Sabarmati ashram by foreign
dignitaries. His values long
forgotten,” Iltija tweeted. 

Iltija has been tweeting
from her mother's Twitter han-
dle after the PDP president was
taken into custody on August
5 last year following abrogation

of Article 370. 
US President Donald

Trump landed at Ahmedabad
in Gujarat on Monday for his
first visit to India to a grand
welcome by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and thousands
of people who lined the streets
and packed into the Motera sta-
dium there to say ‘Namaste
Trump’. 

The first stop in the Trump
visit was the Sabarmati
Ashram, home to Mahatma
Gandhi between 1917 and 1930
during India's freedom strug-
gle. From Ahmedabad, the
Trumps will travel to Agra
and then on to New Delhi on
Monday evening.  

Meanwhile, a Delhi Police
head constable was killed and
a deputy commissioner of
police injured as clashes over
the amended citizenship law
broke out in northeast Delhi's
Jaffrabad and Maujpur on
Monday,  PTI

Bengaluru: Raising questions
about the  Situation in Kashmir,
senior Congress leader and for-
mer Karnataka Chief Minister
Sidddaramaiah on Monday
asked the BJP heading the
Union Government to prove
'normalcy' by hosting US
President Donald Trump's event
in the valley.

If @BJP4India feels
Kashmir has returned to
Normalcy, & If @BJP4India
feels that there is no govt orches-
trated violence. Now is the time
to prove the same by hosting
@realDonaldTrump's event at
Kashmir, Siddaramaiah tweet-
ed.  

Amid concerns raised by
Opposition parties, the
Government has said efforts
have been made to restore nor-
malcy in Jammu & Kashmir
which faced months of restric-
tions after its special status
under Article 370 was scrapped

in August last year.
Siddaramaiah, who is

Leader of Opposition in
Karnataka Assembly, in anoth-
er tweet hit out at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
the long wall built near the air-
port in Ahmedabad allegedly to
block view of a slum, ahead of
Trumps visit. It is time for
@realDonaldTrump to get
inspired from @narendramodi.
Inspiration to build decorative
walls to hide not so decorative
life!! he tweeted.

The Opposition Congress
in Gujarat had accused the
BJP—ruled civic body in
Ahmedabadof building the 500-
metre long wall to block view of
a slum colony.

Refuting the allegations,
AMC officials had said the
construction of the wall, around
four feet in height, was approved
much beforeTrump's Gujarat
visit was finalised. PTI

Mumbai: Panning Donald
Trump's visit to India, the Shiv
Sena on Monday said the 36-
hour-long sojourn of the US
president in the country won't
make 'an iota of difference' in
the lives of poor and middle-
class Indians.

While leaving for India,
Trump has said he is going to
discuss business with Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
which makes it clear that his
trip is aimed at boosting US
trade, the Sena said.

“There won't be an iota of
difference in the lives of the
poor and middle-class people
in India due to Trump's visit.
Then where is the question of
people being appreciative or
enthusiastic of his tour,” an edi-
torial in Sena mouthpiece
Saamana said.

“If there is any eagerness
about Trump's visit, it may be
in Ahmedabad, where he lands
first,” the Sena said. PTI

Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh
Sunni Central Waqf Board on
Monday said it will build a
mosque as well as an Indo-
Islamic research centre, a hos-
pital and a library on the five-
acre plot allotted to it follow-
ing the Supreme Court's
Ayodhya verdict.

The decision to accept the
land was taken at a board
meeting here. “It has been
decided at a meeting of the
board to take the five-acre
land given to us by the UP
Government,” board chairman
Zufar Farooqui told reporters.

He said the board will set
up a trust soon for the con-
struction of the mosque.

“Besides the mosque, there
will be an Indo-Islamic
research centre, a public library,
a charitable hospital and other
useful facilities on the land”, he
said.

“The size of the mosque
will be decided keeping in

mind local needs,” he said.
In a historic verdict in

November on the
R amjanmabhoomi-Babr i
Masjid dispute, the Supreme
Court ruled in favour of con-
struction of a temple. It also
ruled that an alternative five-
acre plot must be found for a
mosque within Ayodhya.

In 1992, the 16th century
Babri mosque that stood on the
disputed site in Ayodhya was
demolished by “karsevaks”,
claiming that originally there
was a Ram temple at the same
spot. Soon after last year's ver-
dict on the Ayodhya land dis-
pute, there were suggestions
that the Sunni board should
not accept the plot.

There were also sugges-
tions that instead of a mosque
to replace the demolished Babri
Masjid, the Muslim communi-
ty should build a public facili-
ty like a hospital there.

The Sunni Waqf Board,

however, made it clear that
rejecting the site was not an
option.

“Following the Supreme
Court verdict, the Sunni Waqf
Board does not have the choice
of rejecting the five-acre alter-
native land for the construction
of a mosque in Ayodhya as it
would amount to contempt of
court,” Farooqui had said ear-
lier.

Besides Farooqui, there are
seven other members on the
Sunni Waqf Board. Based on
the SC verdict, the Centre had
asked the Uttar Pradesh gov-
ernment to allot five acres of
land to the Sunni Waqf
Board.The UP cabinet made
the allotment after its meeting
of February 5.

The allotment letter is for
a plot at Dhannipur village in
Ayodhya's Sohawal area, on the
Ayodhya-Lucknow highway
about 20 km from the district
headquarters. PTI 
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As part of its first list of ben-
eficiaries in the much-dis-

cussed farm loan waiver
scheme released by it, the Shiv
Sena-led Maha Vikas Aghadi
(MVA) Government on
Monday wrote off the loans of
15,358 farmers from 68 villages
from across the State.

The 15,358 farmers, whose
names figured in the first list of
loan waiver beneficiaries, are
among the 34,83,908 farmers
who have been identified as the
total number of beneficiaries in
the “Mahatma Jyotirao Phule
Karj mukti Yojana”.

While releasing the first list
of beneficiaries in the loan
waiver scheme, Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav
Thackeray and deputy chief
minister Ajit Pawar interacted
with some of the farmer-ben-
eficiaries from Parbani,
Ahmednagar and Amravati

districts of the state through
video-conferencing from
Mumbai.

The Chief Minister and his
deputy interacted with loan
waiver beneficiary-farmers
from three districts on the
first day of the budget session
of the Maharashtra Legislature
which got underway on
Monday.    

The names of farmers from
68 villages in the districts of
Parbhani, Ahmednagar and
Amravati districts, in the first
list of loan waiver beneficiaries.
“Once the process of loan waiv-
er is completed, the farmers
concerned release will be issued
debt-free certificates. The loan
waiver has started at the district
level,” a senior Government
official said.

“We have collated the
names of 34,83,908 farmer-
beneficiaries in a span of 35
days. During the past 15 days,
we have audited the details of

loans taken by the farmers. We
will implement the loan waiv-
er scheme in a computerised
system,” Uddhav said.

“We are not doing any
favour to the farmers by imple-
menting the loan waiver
scheme.  In reality, you can us
in the Government as benefi-
ciaries because receiving the
blessings of farmers through
the implementation of loan
waiver scheme.

The loans that are being
waiver as part of  the “Mahatma
Jyotirao Phule Karj Mukti
Yojana” range from �5,000 to
�2 lakh per farmers.

Like Uddhav himself said
on Sunday, the Maharashtra
government plans to complete
the entire loan waiver scheme
in the next three scheme.

It is not clear yet as to how
different is the  “Mahatma
Jyotirao Phule Karj Mukti
Yojana” from the “Chhatrapati
Shivaji Maharaj Krishi

Samman Yojana” announced
by the BJP-led saffron alliance
government in June 2017.

Under the �34,022 crore
“Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj
Krishi Samman Yojana”
announced by the previous
Devendra Fadnavis
Government,  there were ben-
eficiaries  was 89 lakh farmers.

The Devendra Fadnavis
had said then that of the total
identified beneficiaries, 40 lakh
farmers were expected to
become totally debt-free. Of the
total beneficiaries under the
scheme, a total 36.10 lakh
farmers were eligible for a
financial assistance of Rs 1.50
lakh each to clear their piled up
loans.

It is not known yet if the
previous BJP-led saffron
alliance government and if yes,
how many farmers had been
benefitted from the Devendra
Fadnavis dispensation’s loan
waiver scheme.
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Learning bitter lessons from Delhi
Assembly elections,  the Bengal BJP will

desist from making hate speeches in the
run up to the Statewide municipal elec-
tions, party insiders say.

Though the party will not jettison
polarization as its political mainstay it will
try to focus on good governance, sources
said. Most of the schemes brought in by
the central Government during the last six
years or so will be highlighted in the elec-
tions they said.

Apart from this the party will also
bank on the good governance it provided
in the municipalities run by it other
states. Civic elections are likely to take place
sometime in the month of April-May.

On whether the party will try to high-
light the efficacy of the controversial
Citizenship Amendment Act or for that
matter National

Register for Citizens or even National
Population Register a senior State com-
mittee leader said “municipal elections are
fought on the basis of civic amenities being
provided or promised to be provided.
Though the CAA is the part of a larger
issue the party will like to stick to devel-
opment as its main plank.”

That the party has not been in power
in the State and in most of the munici-
palities and corporations will work in its
favour as “our not being in power in
municipal boards will rob the Trinamool
Congress of the stick to beat us on the issue

of non-performance whereas we will be
able to highlight the common people’s bit-
ter experience during TMC’s rule,” anoth-
er party leader said adding however that
the party workers will not however be
stopped from using CAA in whisper
campaigns.

“Where CAA is not required we will
not raise it but where it is required we will
definitely raise it even during campaigns,”
said another leader adding “there are many
municipalities where Bangladeshi refugees
are in great numbers and they identify
themselves with the CAA-NRC cause. In
such places we will definitely raise this
issue.”

Again there are some other places
where infiltration is a problem and the
people have been suffering due to the infil-
trators, “in such cases too we will use CAA
and NRC,” he maintained adding howev-
er that in general the party will desist from
strongly worded campaigns.
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Sleuths of the Anti-Terrorism  Squad (ATS) of
the Kerala Police and National Investigation

Agency are probing how Pakistan made bullets
reached the Kulathupuzha Forest region in
Kollam district. A bunch of bullets with seals of
Pakistan Ordnance Factory were found by
locals  in Kulathupuzha on Saturday and they
quickly alerted  the local police.

The initial probe by the local police con-
firmed that the bullets were live and were from
Pakistan. 

Ballistic experts who rushed to the region
found that the bullets were the ones which are
used in long range machine guns. “Though the
bullets were manufactured in the 1980s, they are
still active and could be used even now,” said one
of the ballistic experts who examined the
bunch of bullets.

A team of officials from the Directorate of
Military Intelligence have reached Kollam to join
the investigation and find out the routes through
which the bullets entered Kerala.

Unconfirmed reports in local media said
that three of the bullets found in the bunch had
Chinese markings. But officials refused to con-
firm the 
news.

Monday morning saw a team of NIA offi-
cials sweeping down on some of the areas in
Chennai and Salem giving credence to the the-
ory that persons from Tamil Nadu too were
involved in the trafficking of bullets. But cops
said later in the day that the searches were in con-
nection with the murder of special police
inspector Wilson who was killed last month at
Kaliyikkavila by alleged Islamic 
terrorists.

The officials of Kerala Police ruled out the
possibilities of the bullets being the same which
were missed from the armory of the state police.
Kerala had been shaken by the Comptroller and
Auditor General’s recent report that a number
of guns and bullets were found missing from the
armory of the Kerala Police in
Thiruvananthaouram.

A team of officials led by Tomin
Thachankarri, ADGP found that the guns and
bullets were accounted for.

Investigating agencies are concerned about
the location from where the bullets were found.
“Kulathupuzha is a known haven of Islamic
extremist organizations like Socialist Democratic
Party of India (SDPI) and Popular Front of India
(PFI). They have their own hide-outs in the area.
Since Kulathupuzha is close to Tamil Nadu bor-
der, we are not ruling out the possibility of
involvement of inter-State  gangs,” said a senior
police official in the region.     
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In perhaps the first of its kind protest
staged against Citizens Amendment

Act (CAA) in the country, thousands of
people on Monday took out a 20 km-
morcha against CAA in Buldhana dis-
trict in Maharashtra’s Vidarbha region.

The protesters walked a distance of
20 km from the taluka town of Motala
to Buldhana, the district headquarters.
The citizens, who participated in the
morcha were from groups based in
Waghjal and Rajur in Motala, landed at
Buldhana’s Shaheen Bagh.

Later on, a delegation of citizens

who participated  in the morcha, hand-
ed over a memorandum to the
Buldhana district collector. In their
memorandum, the protesting citizens
said that CAA posed a threat the very
tents of the Constitution and it need-
ed to be annulled forthwith. “In india
where people from religions and castes
live together, CAA pits people from one
section of people against the 
other. 

Speakers at the rally said that there
was nothing wrong in according Indian
citizenship to persecuted people in
other countries, but CAA should not
cause any harm to the Indian citizens
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Indian equity benchmark
Sensex on Monday plunged

about 807 points in line with
massive sell-offs in global equi-
ties as spike in new coronavirus
cases beyond China spooked
investors. The 30-share BSE
gauge settled at 40,363.23,
dropping 806.89 points or 1.96
per cent. 

While, the broader NSE
Nifty sank 251.45 points or 2.08
per cent to 11,829.40.

All Sensex components
ended in the red, with Tata
Steel cracking 6.39 per cent, fol-
lowed by ONGC, Maruti,
Titan, ICICI Bank, HDFC and
Bharti Airtel.

In a worrying sign for the
global economy, the deadly
coronavirus is fast spreading
beyond China. South Korea
went on high alert on Sunday
following a sharp jump in
coronavirus cases, and Italy and
Iran took their own drastic
containment steps.

Further, the IMF also
warned that the deadly epi-
demic could put an already
fragile global economy recov-
ery at risk. Chinese President
Xi Jinping on Sunday said the
coronavirus epidemic is the
country’s “largest public health

emergency”. The death toll
from the deadly virus climbed
to 2,592 in China on Monday.

Seoul stocks ended in deep
red after South Korea reported
161 more coronavirus cases on
Monday, taking the overall
virus cases to 763 and making
it the world’s largest total out-
side China.

Bourses in Shanghai,
Tokyo and Hong Kong also
closed with significant losses.

Stock exchanges in Europe
sank in opening trade with
Milan’s FTSE MIB plunging
over 4 per cent after Italy

reported its fourth death from
the virus as the number of peo-
ple contracting the virus con-
tinued to mount.

Brent crude oil futures
dropped 3.62 per cent to USD
55.84 per barrel.

On the domestic front,
investors were eyeing US
President Donald Trump’s two-
day visit to India for further
cues on trade front. He reached
Ahmedabad earlier in the day.

On the currency front, the
Indian rupee depreciated by 21
paise to 71.87 per US dollar
(intra-day).
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The rupee on Monday fell by
34 paise to close at more

than three-month low of 71.98
against the US dollar, tracking
heavy selling in domestic equi-
ties and strengthening of the
American currency in the over-
seas market.

Forex traders said investor
sentiment remained fragile
amid concerns over the impact
of coronavirus outbreak on
global economy.

The death toll due to coro-
navirus climbed to 2,592 with
150 new fatalities while the
total number of confirmed
cases increased to over 77,000,
Chinese health officials said on
Monday.

However, easing crude oil
prices supported the local unit
and restricted the fall to some
extent.

At the interbank foreign
exchange market, the local
currency opened on a negative
note at 71.94. During the day,
the domestic currency touched
a high of 71.76 and a low of
72.01 and finally settled 34
paise lower at 71.98 against the
US currency. This is the lowest
closing level since November

13 when the rupee had settled
at 72.09.

Financial markets
remained closed on Friday on
account of ‘Mahashivratri’.

Indian stock markets
closed with deep losses fol-
lowing a massive sell-offs in
global equities as spike in new
coronavirus cases beyond
China spooked investors. 

“In line with other Asian
currencies, the rupee declined
amid concern over coronavirus
outbreak, which is threatening
to damage the global economy,”
said said VK Sharma, Head
PCG and Capital Markets
Strategy, HDFC Securities.
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The government has asked
telecom companies includ-

ing Vodafone Idea, Bharti
Airtel and Tata Teleservices to
submit supporting documents
on AGR self-assessment that
formed the basis of their statu-
tory dues calculation, accord-
ing to a DoT source.

The source, who did not
wish to be named, said the
exercise will help the
Department of Telecom (DoT)
examine the AGR calculations
being made by the telecom

players.
All three telecom compa-

nies Bharti Airtel, Vodafone
Idea and Tata Teleservices have
been asked to provide sub-
stantiating documents to sup-
port their claims on AGR arith-
metic, the DoT official added.
However, no deadline has been
given to companies to submit
the supporting documents.

Once substantiating docu-
ments are filed by the compa-
nies, the telecom department
will initiate random test checks
on the AGR calculation in a
time-bound manner. 
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With the telecom firms
staring at a massive �1.47

lakh crore of AGR dues, SBI
chairman Rajnish Kumar on
Monday said “nobody wants to
kill the sector”.

The state-owned bank is
yet to hear from the govern-
ment on the issue, he said,
when asked if it has sought
views from bankers.

“Nobody wants to kill the
sector, let me be very clear,”
Kumar said, when asked about
the problems being faced by the
telecom industry.

It can be noted that earli-
er this month, Kumar had said
that State Bank of India has a
loan outstanding of �29,000
crore to the telecom sector
and another �14,000 crore in
bank guarantees, which can get
invoked in case of a non-pay-
ment of dues by the telcos.

There has been a flurry of
meetings in the national capi-
tal between senior official of the
telecom firms and the govern-
ment over the past week.

Earlier this month, the
Supreme Court has asked the
telecom firms to deposit an
estimated �1.47 lakh crore in
past dues for spectrum and
licences by March 17.
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The DoT has sought �7,608
crore in dues from GAIL

India for 2017-18 as the depart-
ment appeared to be not press-
ing for immediate payment of
�1.83 lakh crore in 
past dues it had previously
assessed from the state-owned
gas utility.

The Department of
Telecommunications (DoT)
sent a notice to GAIL soon
after the February 14 hearing
in the Supreme Court on dues
owned by telecom companies
such as Bharti Airtel, Vodafone
Idea, sources privy to the devel-
opment said.

The dues now being sought
from GAIL include a penalty
for late payment, they said.

The Supreme Court’s orig-
inal ruling in October last year
led the DoT to demand �1.47
lakh crore in unpaid dues on
licence fees and spectrum usage
charges from 
telecom companies such as
Bharti Airtel and Vodafone
Idea.

Its demand related to a 14-
year-old dispute regarding the
definition of adjusted gross
revenue (AGR), which the
Supreme Court agreed should
include all kinds of income
generated by the telcos.
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With mobile networks bet-
ter or at par with any-

where else in the world, India
has an opportunity to become
a ‘premier digital society’, bil-
lionaire Mukesh Ambani said
on Monday as he saw the
country becoming the third
world’s largest economy with-
in the next decade.

Speaking at a fireside chat
with Microsoft CEO Satya
Nadella, he said the big change
driving this transformation was
the deepening of mobile net-
works which were working at a
much faster pace than before.

“I can easily say that the
mobile networks in India now
are better or at par with any-
where else in the world,” he
said. 
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The Government has
extended the time till

March 6 for bidders to pose
additional queries regarding
sale of its 100 per cent stake in
Air India. The Government has
issued the first set of clarifica-
tion on Air India disinvestment
answering queries of interest-
ed bidders on the ‘confiden-
tiality undertaking’ listed out in

the Preliminary Information
Memorandum (PIM) issued
on January 27.

The last date for submis-
sion of written queries on PIM
and Share Purchase Agreement
(SPA) was originally set at
February 11, following which
the Department of Investment
and Public Asset Management
(DIPAM) on February 21
issued a set of 20 clarifications
on the queries raised.  

New Delhi: Bharti Infratel on
Monday extended the deadline
for its merger with Indus
Towers by two more months to
April 24 but cautioned that
final call on scheme imple-
mentation will be taken by the
board based on assessment of
the ongoing AGR-crisis and its
impact on customers. 

The delay in completion of
the deal would come as a blow
to Vodafone Idea which has to
cough up �53,000 crore in
statutory dues to the govern-
ment and was eyeing about
�5,500 crore from stake sale in
Indus Towers. PTI
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The Competition
Commission on Monday

ordered a detailed probe
against MakeMyTrip (MMT)
and OYO for allegedly
indulging in unfair business
practices, on a complaint filed
by the operator of Treebo
Hotels.

This is the second time in
less than six months that the
fair trade watchdog has called
for an investigation against the
two entities after finding
prima-facie evidence of viola-
tion of competition norms.
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The Government’s target of
Achieving a $5 trillion

economy by 2024-25 sounds
“too idealistic”, an Niti Aayog
official said on Monday.

The target has been so set
to raise the bar of India’s eco-
nomic performance, she said.

“For now, the ambitious $5
trillion economy target is a
statement of intent, which
sounds too idealistic,” said
Bindu Dalmia, chairperson of
the National Committee on
Financial Inclusion — Niti
Aayog.

India is “trapped” within a
range-bound GDP growth of 5-
6 per cent, she said at an
MCCI-organised session here.

Dalmia said to get to a $5
trillion or $10 trillion economy
by 2030 from the current lev-
els of $2.9 trillion, India needs
to grow at 11.5 per cent annu-
ally in nominal terms, or 7.5
per cent in real terms over the
next 10 years.

In January, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi had met econ-
omists, private equity and ven-
ture capitalists, business lead-
ers and agri experts at NITI
Aayog, and called for focused
efforts to achieve the target of
making India a $5 trillion
economy.
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Washington/Agra: US
President Donald Trump,
seeking re-election, on
Monday criticised the
Opposition Democratic Party,
some 13,000 kilometres away
from America in India, and
suggested that Senator Bernie
Sanders could be his likely
rival in the presidential poll in
November.

Trump, who is on a 36-
hour visit to India comment-
ed on the ongoing Democratic
Party nomination race and
said, "It could go to the con-
vention, it really could."

"They are going to take it
away from Crazy Bernie, they
are not going to let him win...I
actually think he would be
tougher than most of the other
candidates because he is like
me but I have a much bigger
base," Trump told reporters as
he flew on Air Force One from
Ahmedabad to Agra, accord-
ing to CNN.

Trump's comments on the
American political scene came
a day after Sanders, 78, com-
fortably won the crucial
Nevada Democratic Caucus,
giving a big boost to his cam-
paign for the 2020 White
House bid.

Earlier in the day, 73-
year-old Trump, a Republican,

tweeted that he has secured a
record 95 per cent approval
rating in the Republican Party.

He also took a dig at
Hillary Clinton, the former
Secretary of State and his
Democratic Party rival in the
2016 presidential poll on the

victory of Sanders in the
Nevada Caucus. "Are any
Democrat operatives, the
DNC, or Crooked Hillary
Clinton, blaming Russia,
Russia, Russia for the Bernie
Sanders win in Nevada,"
Trump tweeted. PTI
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Washington: Democratic can-
didate Bernie Sanders has said
that if elected president he
would "absolutely" use the mil-
itary if warranted, both to pro-
tect US interests and to support
its allies.

He also said he would be
willing to meet with the North
Korean dictator, Kim Jong Un,
as President Donald Trump has
done. Sanders has emerged with
an early lead in the Democratic
nominating process, and as a
self-declared democratic social-
ist his foreign and security poli-
cies are starting to draw closer
scrutiny. But he has denied
being a pacifist.

In an interview airing
Sunday on CBS's "60 Minutes,"
the Vermont senator was asked

in what circumstances he, as
commander-in-chief, would
deploy US military forces. He
listed these criteria: "Threats
against the American people, to
be sure. Threats against our
allies. I believe in NATO.

"I believe that the United
States, everything being equal,
should be working with other
countries in alliance, not doing
it alone." - 'We will not sit by' 

When the interviewer
asked whether he would order
military action if Taiwan came
under attack from China,
Sanders replied: "Yeah. I mean,
I think we have got to make it
clear to countries around the
world that we will not sit by and
allow invasions to take place,
absolutely." AFP
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Beijing: China's coronavirus-
hit Wuhan city on Monday
revoked its decision to partially
lift a month-long lockdown
barely three hours after the
announcement, a media report
said, as the death toll climbed
to 2,592, while the number of
confirmed cases increased to
more than 77,000.

The Wuhan local admin-
istration earlier announced
that people who are not quar-
antined and seeking special
treatment or stranded in the
city can leave in batches. The
city of 11 million people was
the epicentre of the coron-
avirus outbreak.

China locked down
Wuhan city on January 23, fol-
lowed by the entire Hubei
province with over 50 million
people. Wuhan is the provin-
cial capital of Hubei. Over 18
cities in the province have
been sealed.

No residents were allowed
to leave the city since then,
including several hundred for-
eigners, mainly students.

India has evacuated 647
Indians and seven Maldivians
by operating two special
flights. India is awaiting per-
mission to airlift over 100
more.

Barely three hours after the
notice was issued, the govern-
ment announced that the deci-
sion had been retracted saying

it was issued by a subordinate
working group of the city's dis-
ease control command without
their superiors' approval, Hong
Kong-based South China
Morning Post reported.

The disease control com-
mand said it would reprimand
the officials who issued the
order without approval.

The evacuation has evoked
hope for many as no residents
were allowed to leave the city
since then, including several
hundred foreigners, mainly
students. PTI
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Tehran: Iran's Government
vowed on Monday to be trans-
parent after being accused of
covering up the deadliest coro-
navirus outbreak outside China,
dismissing claims the toll could
be as high as 50.

The authorities in the
Islamic republic have come
under mounting public pressure
since it took days for them to
admit to "accidentally" shooting
down a Ukrainian airliner last
month, killing 176 people.

The Government said on
Monday that Iran's coronavirus
death toll had jumped by four to
12 - by far the highest outside
China — as its neighbours

closed their borders and
imposed strict quarantine mea-
sures. But Ahmad Amirabadi
Farahani, a lawmaker from the
holy city of Qom, south of
Tehran, alleged the government
was "lying" about the full extent
of the outbreak.

The ILNA news agency,
which is close to reformists, said
the lawmaker spoke of "50
deaths" in Qom alone.

"The rest of the media have
not published this figure, but we
prefer not to censor what con-
cerns the coronavirus because
people's lives are in danger,"
ILNA editor Fatemeh Mahdiani
told AFP. AFP
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Najaf (Iraq): Iraq on Monday
confirmed its first novel coro-
navirus case in an elderly
Iranian national in the south-
ern shrine city of Najaf,
according to health officials.

Iraq, a country with a
dilapidated healthcare system,
often hosts pilgrims and reli-
gious students from Iran,
where 12 people have died of
the novel coronavirus since an
outbreak there was first
reported last week. Iraq had
blocked travel to and from the
Islamic republic days before
announcing a seminary stu-
dent in Najaf was the country's
first confirmed case. AFP

Muscat: Oman on Monday
reported its first two cases of
coronavirus, and halted flights
to and from Iran with imme-
diate effect, authorities and
reports said.

Two Omani women who
had returned from Iran were
diagnosed with the disease
and were in a stable condition,
state TV reported.

The civil aviation author-
ity said in a tweet that it was
"suspending all civilian flights
between the sultanate and
the Islamic Republic of Iran
starting today and until fur-
ther notice". AFP
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Kuala Lumpur: Malaysian
Prime Minister Mahathir
Mohamad resigned on Monday
in a shock move after his polit-
ical allies sought to bring down
the government and block the
succession of leader-in-waiting
Anwar Ibrahim.

It came after months of ris-
ing tensions in the "Pact of
Hope" coalition, which
stormed to a shock victory in
2018 against a corruption-
plagued government that had
ruled Malaysia for six decades.

But there were calls for
Mahathir, the world's oldest
leader at 94, to stay in office
from allies who insisted he had
not backed the formation of a
new government and had quit
in disgust at the plot.

The political drama began
on Sunday when Anwar's rivals
from the ruling coalition and
opposition politicians held a
series of meetings around
Kuala Lumpur, stoking specu-
lation a new alliance was tak-
ing shape.

That coalition would
reportedly have excluded
Anwar, Mahathir's presumptive
successor and a former oppo-
sition icon who was jailed for
years on questionable sodomy
charges, blocking his ascent to

the premiership.
With the fate of the gov-

ernment still uncertain
Monday, Mahathir submitted
his resignation to the king. The
monarch accepted it, but
appointed him interim leader
until a new premier is found,
according to an official state-
ment.

Anwar -- who has famous-
ly stormy relationship with
Mahathir -- said the premier
assured him "he played no
part" in attempts to form a new
government, and was "very
clear that in no way will he ever
work with those associated
with the past regime".

The proposed new coali-
tion was reportedly set to
include the United Malays
National Organisation
(UMNO) -- the party of dis-
graced ex-leader Najib Razak,
which was ejected from office
two years ago.

Anwar and Mahathir put
their differences aside and
joined forces to take on a cor-
ruption-plagued government at
the 2018 polls. Mahathir, who
previously served as premier
from 1981 to 2003, had made
a pre-election pledge to hand
power to Anwar but has repeat-
edly refused to fix a date.AFP
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London: Almost 600,000 mem-
bers of Britain's main opposition
Labour party began voting on
Monday for a new leader to
replace leftist Jeremy Corbyn in
the wake of a devastating elec-
tion defeat.

Three candidates — all
members of parliament — are
on the ballot paper, with the final
result due to be announced on
April 4.

Brexit spokesman Keir
Starmer is currently the fron-
trunner, viewed as more mod-
erate than his main rival, Corbyn
ally and business spokeswoman
Rebecca Long-Bailey.

The third candidate, Lisa
Nandy, is well-regarded in
Westminster but has a low pub-
lic profile. Corbyn was elected
Labour leader in 2015 in a
shock result, after a political
career spent on the sidelines of
a party where few MPs share his
staunch socialist views. Now 70,
he drew an enthusiastic follow-
ing among young people but was
forced to step down after a sec-
ond general election defeat in
December. Labour suffered its
worst result since 1935 while
Conservative Prime Minister
Boris Johnson triumphed with
his promise to get Britain out of
the European Union. AFP
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���� Johannesburg: A South African inquiry

into the forced sterilisation of dozens of
HIV-positive pregnant women said on
Monday that their rights had been
breached and called for government
action.

The investigation was launched in
2015, when two women's rights organ-
isations approached South Africa's
Gender Equality Commission (CGE)
with 48 documented cases of coerced
sterilisation.

CGE obtained sworn affidavits
from the complainants on the alleged
procedures.

"All the women who had lodged the
complaint were black women who were
mostly HIV positive," CGE head
Keketso Maema said in the report
released on Monday.

"Just before giving birth... They were
coerced or forced to sign forms that they

later learnt through various means
were consent forms allegedly permitting
the hospital to sterilise them." 

Investigators found that hospital
staff threatened to deny women med-
ical attention if they did not sign the
paperwork.

Some of the complainants said
they were given the forms in moments
of "extreme pain" during which they
could not fully grasp the content, the
report said.

The commission concluded that the
women suffered several rights violations
and were subjected to "degrading treat-
ment".

It also accused medical staff of
breaching their "duty of care".

The report, which has been sent to
the health ministry, advises the gov-
ernment to review sterilisation paper-
work. AFP
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Kathmandu: Nepal Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli's birth-
day celebrations were marred by
controversy after pictures of him
cutting a 15-kg-cake with the
country's map drawn on it went
viral, according to media reports
on Monday.

Oli's wife Radhika Shakya,
along with a large number of
people, including school chil-
dren, and his close aides attend-
ed the 69th birthday celebrations
of the premier on Sunday at his
birthplace in east Nepal's
Terhathum district.

The cake, with a replica of
the country's map drawn on it,
was taken in a helicopter from
Kathmandu to the venue.

In the pictures circulated
online, Oli is seen cutting the
cake and distributing it to the
children present at the occasion,
Annapurna Post daily reported.

Social media users expressed
anger at the use of the country's
map on the cake.  "According to
Art 151 of Criminal Code 2017,
denigrating glory of the nation-
al anthem, flag and coat of arms
is restricted. "The Code prohibits
the use of national emblems in
inappropriate places and situa-
tions. Anyone found to have
been involved in such an act can
face legal action," said one of the
social media users online. PTI
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Colombo: Sri Lanka
will deploy troops
to help police con-
trol worsening traf-
fic congestion in the
capital, the army said
on Monday.

President Gotabaya Rajapaksa, a retired
army officer, ordered the military to assist traf-
fic officers at the main entry and exit points
to Colombo, a city which nearly a million peo-
ple enter or leave daily, a spokesman said.

The military police will also lend support
"in any other area where their services are
required", spokesman Chandana
Wickremasinghe added.

Traffic slows to a snail's space in Colombo
during the morning and evening rush hours
making it one of the slowest road systems in
South Asia.

Recent studies have shown average speeds
drop below seven kilometres (4.3 miles) an
hour in the morning and the evening.

The capital does not have a mass transit
system, forcing many to use their own trans-
port that chokes the narrow streets.

But Sri Lanka began work on its first light
rail transit system last year at an estimated cost
of USD 1.5 billion. The Japanese-funded pro-
ject is expected to be operational within
about five years. PTI
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Edinson Cavani scored his 200th
Paris Saint-Germain goal and
Marquinhos netted twice as the

Ligue 1 leaders bounced back from
their Champions League defeat
by Borussia Dortmund to beat
Bordeaux 4-3 on Sunday, but
their victory was marred by
Neymar’s late sending-off.

After losing 2-1 in Germany
in their Champions League last 16
first leg in midweek, PSG’s defen-
sive weaknesses were again
exposed as South Korean internation-
al Hwang Ui-jo gave Bordeaux the
lead at the Parc des Princes.

PSG turned it around thanks to
goals by Cavani and Kylian Mbappe
either side of a Marquinhos brace, but
at the other end there was a bizarre
goal credited to the Brazilian defend-
er Pablo and a Ruben Pardo strike had
the home side hanging on at the fin-
ish.

The evening concluded with
Neymar being sent off in stoppage
time for a second yellow card for grap-
pling with Bordeaux’s Yacine Adli,
leaving the world’s most expensive
player facing a suspension.

Along with the shortcomings at
the back, it is another problem for
coach Thomas Tuchel to think about,
even if his team are now 13 points
clear atop Ligue 1 from Marseille, who
lost 3-1 to Nantes on Saturday.

Tuchel’s men  endured a bad start
against mid-table Bordeaux, with
skipper Thiago Silva going off hurt
just before Hwang put the away side
in front on 18 minutes, heading in a
corner for his sixth Ligue 1 goal.

PSG were level in the 25th
minute, though, as Di Maria’s cross
was headed in by Cavani, allowing the
Uruguayan to reach a double centu-
ry of PSG goals.

He then hit the post from close
range before Marquinhos put Paris in

front in first-half stoppage time,
using his shoulder to covert Di Maria’s
free-kick.

Nevertheless, there was still time
for Bordeaux to equalise at 2-2 before
the interval.

Selected ahead of Keylor Navas in
goal, Sergio Rico’s clearance from a
Marco Verratti back-pass struck Pablo
and the Spaniard looked on in hor-
ror as the ball ricocheted back into the
net.

However, Marquinhos netted
from close range for his second of the
night in the 63rd minute to make it
3-2. Then, when Ruben Pardo lost
possession, Cavani set up Mbappe to
score PSG’s fourth, and his 16th in the
league this season.

Pardo made some amends with a
stunning strike for Bordeaux’s third,
and the ninth goal Paris have conced-
ed in three games altogether.

Icardi then had another goal dis-

allowed before Neymar was sent off
for his second yellow at the death.

“They have had quite a difficult
week in terms of results and their
confidence has taken a knock too,”
said Bordeaux’s Laurent Koscielny of
PSG.

“When you lose points and
games then your confidence can
quickly disappear but they are great
players and they are capable of over-
coming that.”
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India wil l  host the
Commonwealth shooting

and archery championships in
January 2022 and the medals
from the two events will be
counted in the final tally of the
Birmingham Games,  an
unprecedented move
approved by the CGF.

However, the medals will
be added one week after the
conclusion of the multi-disci-
plinary sporting event in
Birmingham, the

Commonwealth Games
Federation (CGF) announced
on Monday.

The decision was made at
the CGF’s Executive Board
meeting here from February
21 to 23.

It can be considered a big
win for India since it had
threatened to boycott the
Birmingham edition of the
Games for dropping shooting,
an optional sport, from the

roster. Archery is also anoth-
er optional sport.

“A Commonwealth
Archer y and Shooting
Championships is set to take
place in India in 2022 after a
proposal to stage the event
was approved by the CGF
Executive Board,” the CGF
said in a release.

The two events will be
held in Chandigarh in January
2022 while the Birmingham

Commonwealth Games are
scheduled from July 27 to
August 7, 2022.

“The decision confirmed
that Chandigarh 2022 and
Birmingham 2022 will be two
separately organised and
funded Commonwealth Sport
events. “One week following
the Closing Ceremony of
Birmingham 2022
Commonwealth Games, the
CGF shall issue a medal table

that includes results from the
Chandigarh 2022
Commonwealth Archery and
Shooting Championships, as a
further and final legitimate
ranking of competing nations
and territories from the
respective competitions,” the
CGF added.

Rarely the sporting world
has seen such an arrange-
ment that the medals of cham-
pionships held outside major

Games are counted in the
final tally (of the main event).

National Rifle Association
of India (NRAI) President
Raninder Singh, who mooted
the idea of the
Commonwealth Shooting
Championships, admitted that
CGF’s decision was a “unique
and unprecedented develop-
ment” as well as “truly a game
changing methodology”.

He was also candid in
calling NRAI and IOA’s pro-
posal as “admittedly against
the grain”.
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����	�� Atletico Madrid followed up
their surprise win over Liverpool by beat-
ing Villarreal in La Liga on Sunday as Joao
Felix marked his return from injury with
a first league goal since September.

Felix came off the bench at the Wanda
Metropolitano after almost a month out
with an ankle problem and the 20-year-old
looked refreshed as he drove in Atletico’s
third in an impressive 3-1 vic-
tory.

Kieran Trippier was
also back after recovering
from a groin injury and he
was involved in Atletico’s
second goal as Koke headed
in.

Angel Correa had earlier
cancelled out Paco Alcacer’s
strike for Villarreal.

Atletico’s inconsistency
this season means
they are out of the
title race, 12 points
adrift of leaders
Barcelona, who
thrashed Eibar 5-0 on
Saturday.

But momentum
would be timely as
Atleti bid to consoli-
date their place in
the top four and cap-
italise on their 1-0
advantage against
Liverpool in the
Champions League
last 16 next month.

Diego Simeone’s side
move up to third in La Liga,
level on points with Sevilla,
who earlier struck a superb 3-
0 win away at fellow top-four
rivals Getafe. AFP
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Lionel Messi is the “greatest”
footballer of all time, ahead

of even Diego Maradona, Napoli
coach Gennaro Gattuso said
on Monday ahead of his side’s
Champions League clash with
Barcelona.

The 32-year-old Messi
scored four goals at the weekend
in Barcelona’s 5-0 win over
Eibar and has now been
involved in more than 1,000
goals in his career, scoring 696
and assisting another 306.

Gattuso was quick to praise
Messi, comparing the Barca star
to Napoli legend Maradona.

“He’s the greatest
and an example for
everyone,” said Gattuso
ahead of the sides’ last-16
first leg today.

“He never says any-
thing inappropriate. He
does things that only exist on the
Playstation, unthinkable things.

“But I saw him (Maradona)
on VHS, or DVD. I never saw
him up close, at a stadium.

“I know the champion he
was and I know I missed some-
thing wonderful. I regret it.
Today I see Messi doing things
that Maradona was doing.”

Napoli captain Lorenzo
Insigne was not so keen to
accept that Messi has reached
greater heights than 1986 World
Cup winner Maradona.

“Messi is the best in the
world today,” said Insigne. “But
for us Neapolitans, Maradona is

everything and I don’t want to
compare them. Maradona is
sacred.”

But Insigne and Gattuso
agreed that their team have to be
careful not to focus only on try-
ing to stop Messi.

“We have to be careful with
their whole team, because it's not
just Messi,” said Gattuso.

Napoli are enjoying a recent
upturn in form after a dreadful
start to the Serie A season
which culminated in the sack-
ing of Carlo Ancelotti following

a 4-0 win over Genk that
sent them into the
Champions League
knockout stage.

Last season’s Serie A
runners-up have won six
of their last seven games.

“Tomorrow (Tuesday), I
want a Napoli side that are not
afraid,” added Gattuso.

“I want to see a team that
knows how to battle... You need
to stand up to Barcelona — you
can’t worry.

“I want to see a lively team
that plays with joy until the end.
Can Napoli win the Champions
League? Never say never.”

It is the first time Napoli
have reached the knockout
rounds since a last-16 loss to
Real Madrid in 2017, while
Barcelona are bidding to make
the quarter-finals for a 13th con-
secutive season.
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Staying happy at work is the
most important thing you
need in order to be satisfied
in your life. Just like eating

healthy and exercising, staying
happy at work counts. The happi-
er you are, the more successful you
will be in your life. Even if your
working environment isn't how
you want it to be, you can still
change it to a happier place. At the
end of the day, happiness is noth-
ing but a choice. You choose to be
happy in your life and that's how
you get it.

Life is too short to hold
grudges and differences with one
another. If you want a happy work
environment, be friends with the
people who sit with you. Learn to
accept people as they are. Everyone
is different. Co-workers are the
biggest support system and com-
petitors at your workplace. Build
a friendly and open environment
around you and find a work best
friend who will make things eas-
ier for you.

Dwell on the aspects of your
work you like. Avoid negative
people and gossip. Find coworkers
you like and enjoy and spend
your time with them. Your choic-
es at work largely define your
experience. You can choose to be
happy at work.

You are the only person who
can make the conscious decision
to be happy at work. Even in the
face of negative aspects of the
workplace, you need to think pos-
itively. You can do this by looking
for those things that are good and
not dwell only on the bad. Stay
away from negative people and
associate with those who are happy
at work. It will rub off on you.

This is an important life skill.
Don't differentiate between people
in any way, always greet everyone.
Say thank you when they do some-
thing for you, even if it is a guard
who helps you in the parking lot
or a working staff member who
gives you water. Thank them!
This shows them that you see their
efforts. Do a bit that makes them
feel happy. The joy of giving is real
and perfect! It helps by making
you feel good about yourself.

No one cares about this more
than you. Today’s careers are all
about moving from one role to
another, gathering experiences for
your portfolio along the way.
Lateral moves and stretch assign-
ments are more important than
following a straight line up. Don’t
be afraid to raise your hand and
ask for something more.

You may or may not love your
current job, and you may or may
not believe that you can find
something in your current job to
love, but you can. Trust me.

Take a look at yourself, your
skills and interests, and find some-
thing that you can enjoy doing
every day. If you do something you
love every single day, your current
job won't seem so bad. Of course,
you can always make your current
job work or decide that it is time
to quit your job.

One of the most serious caus-
es of work stress and unhappiness
is failing to keep commitments.
Many employees spend more time
making excuses for failing to keep
a commitment and worrying about
the consequences of not keeping a
commitment than they do per-
forming the tasks promised.

Create a system of organiza-
tion and planning that enables you
to assess your ability to complete
a requested commitment.

Don't volunteer if you don't
have time. If your workload is
exceeding your available time and
energy, make a comprehensive
plan to ask the boss for help and
resources. Don't wallow in the
swamp of unkept promises.

Choosing to be happy at work
means avoiding negative conver-
sations, gossip, and unhappy peo-
ple as much as possible. No mat-
ter how positively you feel, nega-
tive people have a profound impact
on your psyche. Don't let the neg-
ative Neds and Nellies bring you

down.
Making the decision to be

happy at work means avoiding
gossip, negative conversations and
the unhappy people you can’t
change. No matter how positive
you might be personally, negative
people can have an impact on how
you feel. 

They tend to suck up all the
oxygen in the air, leaving you out
of breath and frustrated.

If all of these ideas aren't
making you happy at work, it's
time to reevaluate your employer,
your job, or your entire career. You
don't want to spend your life
doing work you hate in an
unfriendly work environment.

Most work environments don't
change all that much. But unhap-

py employees tend to grow even
more disgruntled. You can secret-
ly smile while you spend all of your
non-work time searching for a job.
It will only be a matter of time
until you can quit your job with a
big smile.

Sometimes you just need to
leave a job; there is no other right
answer. There is nothing worse
than realizing this and not having
the ability to do so because of
money worries. You need to put
aside resources to give you the
freedom to walk away on your own
terms.

You can absolutely be health-
ier and happier in all aspects of
your life because you have the con-
trol. No one else has the power to
disengage and disrupt your life but
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you. Don’t let anyone else
take the reins of responsibil-
ity for your engagement.

A smile never cost any-
body anything and a day
seems to go better when you
are surrounded by col-
leagues that smile and are
willing to help you anytime
or just to hug you when you
are not feeling ok. 

Not anybody can brag
about having a mentor at
their job. A mentor is not
only a teacher, it is the per-
son that inspires you, the
person from whom you
want “steal” job know-how
or hard-earned wisdom.

Brainstorming sessions
where we challenge our

brains to come up with a
mountain of ideas under-
neath which lies a single bril-
liant idea for a project are
both relaxing and exhausting.
Even though it seems like a
paradox, a brainstorming ses-
sion can actually summon all
the creativity that we are
capable of.

We bet you love free cof-
fee or lunch, or free stuff
included in your unique ben-
efits package. Or maybe you
prefer free gym or free park-
ing. More and more employ-
ers are choosing to provide a
coffee service in their office,
g ym memberships or
stipends, lunches, or other
benefits.
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���! Have your childhood dreams turned

into a reality today? Do you think
you have been able to accomplish

most of what you had imagined as a kid?
Has your passion of being a football play-
er or a contemporary dancer fulfilled?

Starting Troubles, a medical humour
by stand-up comedian, author and doctor
Jagdish Chaturvedi, aims to shatter the
myth that ‘if we want to be successful, we
should focus on only one thing in life’, a
mindset that has restricted millions from
living their dreams while they continue
their jobs. People usually stop acting, danc-
ing or singing and sacrifice their interests
they dreamt about as children or even if
they pursue their passion, they are judged
and called unfocussed and confused.

From Pooja Bhabhi of Hum Aapke
Hain Kaun to Dr Kavita Gowda, actor
Renuka Shahane shares about her long gap,
the digital wave and her latest web series.

��Medical dramas are usually serious.
We mostly look at it as something about
health and serious issues and never
through a humouristic point of view...

Yes. This is the most common mind-
set when there’s anything related to doc-
tors or a medical series. And this is exact-
ly what we wanted to break through our
series. Even the script doesn’t have a lin-
ear narrative, the story keeps going back
and forth, which made it more interesting.
It was all fun. The atmosphere on the set
was very relaxed, we were mostly laugh-
ing on something or the other. And I think
that as actors it is important to enjoy your
script.

��What would you say about your char-
acter in the series? How challenging was
it to carve yourself into Dr Kavita?

I play a very strict doctor and expect
a certain level of professionalism from my
interns and resident officers. But as the
story moves forward one will see that the
doctor is the guiding force of all the stu-
dents who want to do something differ-
ent in life. 

The challenge in playing this role was
to have a command over the medical jar-
gon. When you watch international series
like Grey’s Anatomy and others, you will
notice that the actors are very fluent with
medical terms. But here that’s not the case
as we don’t have too many medical dra-
mas. Dr Chaturvedi is a practising surgeon,
so he made sure that we got the terms
right. After the rehearsals he even said that
I sound like his mentor. That genuinely
made me happy.

�� If there is a remake of Hum Aapke
Hain Kaun, would like to play Pooja
again?

I will always cherish this role but I
don’t see myself playing Pooja in the
remake. However, I would love to see Alia
Bhatt playing Madhuri’s character.

��The market for bold content on dig-
ital space is growing. Will we see you in

any such shows?
Yes, there is a growing market for erot-

ic content now but I don’t see myself doing
it, though I don’t mind if other actors from
the same show are comfortable doing it.
It also depends on what the story demands.
I am very old-school, a lot of people are

comfortable doing it but not me.

��Your last directorial Rita released 10
years ago and there have been intervals
between your acting projects. People
have been wondering about this long
gap...

For me, it is very important to balance
everything, both home and work. That’s
why this gap. I am not the kind of person
who can do too many things simultane-
ously. It’s important for me to be there for
my kids. And it’s not something imposed
on me or I feel bad about, this is a choice
I made when I had kids and I’m happy
about it. Now that they are grown ups so
I will find more time to do things.
Though, it’s very difficult to maintain a bal-
ance. 

��We haven’t seen you playing a comic
role before. How was it exploring the
genre?

It’s nice to explore that part of you
because as an actor you are not offered
such roles quite often. I like playing char-
acters which have a little bit of humour in
it. Whether it’s What the Folks (2018) or
Starting Troubles, you are catering to the
youth so it has to be catchy and funny. 

��How do you find web stories differ-
ent from theatres?

The biggest difference between the-
atres and web series is the freedom that the
latter offers. It doesn’t confine you and
gives the freedom to express as many sto-
ries and emotions you want to. There is a
lot of scope too. Also, if you decide to make
something slightly unconventional, peo-
ple have to decide whether they want to
take the risk or not.

In a last-minute change,
Giorgio Armani is holding

his Milan Fashion Week runway
show behind closed doors due to
concerns raised by the coron-
avirus and instead stream the
event from inside the empty
showroom.

The fashion house said “the
decision was taken to safeguard
the well-being of all his invited
guests by not having them attend
crowded spaces.”

A dozen towns in northern
Italy have gone on effective lock-
down after the deaths of two
people infected with the new
virus from China. Milan is the
capital of Italy’s Lombardy
region, which reported 54 con-
firmed cases. It’s mayor recent-
ly shuttered public offices. But
runway shows continued apace
for their fourth day, with most of
the fashion crowd taking an
analytical attitude to the rapid-
ly spiking infections. “For the
moment the situation is under
control,” said the president of the
Italian National Fashion

Chamber, Carlo Capasa. He
added it was up to government
officials or fashion houses them-
selves to decide if additional
measures were needed.

Armani was forced to show
behind closed doors one other
time, in Paris in 1998, when offi-
cials said there were insufficient
safety exits inside a huge tent

being used as the venue to allow
the public to attend. Only his
team and one video camera was
present, and a video of the show
was later distributed to fashion
editors. Armani later showed the
entire collection in New York in
protest, claiming that fashion
world politics and not just safe-
ty concerns had led to the offi-
cials’ call.

On Saturday, Mido, eyewear
industry fair, announced that it
would postpone the gathering
scheduled for February 29 to
March 2 until June due to con-
cerns over the virus. “The evo-
lution of this health crisis under
way in our country does not
leave any doubt over our deci-
sion,” MIDO president Giovanni
Vitaloni said in a statement.

F"�

After gaining millions of young
readers for her Divergent fan-

tasy series, Veronica Roth decid-
ed she and her characters were
ready for the next phase — a novel
for adults.

“I grew up on stories like
Dune, Harry Potter, and Ender’s
Game about people who shoulder
burdens when they’re too young to
bear them,” says Roth, who tells the
story of Sloane Andrews and her
fellow fighters against the havoc of
the Dark One in Chosen Ones,
scheduled for April. “So the ques-
tion of what comes after those sto-
ries just kept nagging me. Chosen
Ones is about that after — about
a group of 30-somethings who
saved the world when they were
younger, and they’re still dealing

with the repercussions of it.”
Roth, Tochi Onyebuchi and

Sarah J Maas are among several
writers popular with young peo-
ple who have books out this year
intended for older readers. Some
have never written for adults,
while others move freely among
teens and older readers. All are
navigating one of the more com-
plicated paths in publishing —
how to consciously appeal to dif-
ferent audience for different books,
from the use or absence of profan-
ity to the choice of subject matter
and how to present it. The histo-

ry is mixed: Judy Blume and Neil
Gaiman are among those who
have succeeded well, while others,
including Daniel Handler and
Stephanie Meyer, never fully
caught on with adults.

Roth’s first Divergent book
came out in 2011, and she reasons
that enough of her original read-
ers have reached an age that they’ll
be open to a mature approach. She
considers her new work a “pretty
natural” moment in her career,
when you “get curious about other
genres, other types of writing,”

Onyebuchi had published

Beasts Made of Night and Crown
of Thunder before completing his
first book for adults, Riot Baby. It
is set in part around the 1992 Los
Angeles riots following the acquit-
tal of policemen who beat Rodney
King. Riot Baby is a dystopian fan-
tasy about Kev, who has been jailed
in Rikers Island, and his sister Ella,
who holds the power and the hor-
ror of seeing the future.

A graduate of Yale University
and Columbia Law School, among
other schools, Onyebuchi has
worked in private and government
law and thought a long time about

a book that could draw upon his
education and background. He
considers adult books his first pas-
sion but he found that writing for
young people strengthened his sto-
rytelling, forcing him to write
clearly and not “to obfuscate.”
For Riot Baby, he was able to
expand upon that discipline. “I
could be straightforward and short
and concise, and I could have a
lyrical style that abounded in sub-
junctive clauses,” he said. “I didn’t
just have to be Hemingway. I did-
n’t just have to be Faulkner. I could
be both.”

Maas, whose bestsellers for
young people include the Throne
of Glass fantasy series, has her
debut adult book out in March.
Her Crescent City series begins
with House of Earth and Blood, in
which protagonist Bryce Quinlan
— with the help of a fallen angel
— seeks to track down the killers
of her closest friends.

Maas said that the new series
had been a secret “passion project”
for years, an idea came to her
when she was on a plane during a
book tour, listening to the sound-
track from Gravity. The epic scene
that came to her became the end-
ing of House of Earth and Blood.
Bryce’s age compelled Maas to
think about a different readership.

“The moment Bryce Quinlan
walked into my head, I knew she
was in her early to mid-20s — an
age that placed her story firmly in
the adult range,” says Maas, adding
that the main difference between
writing for younger and older peo-
ple is in the language. “I will admit
that I can now get away with quite
a bit more swearing!”

VE Schwab, who writes adult
and young adult novels, says she
doesn’t change her style or vocab-
ulary: The difference is in her
mindset. For her Monsters of
Verity duology, she inhabits her 17-
year-old self, a pretty angry teenag-
er. For The Invisible Life of Addie
LaRue, an adult story coming in
October about a woman who
endures and is forgotten for cen-
turies, she is closer to the person
she is now.

“One of the primary themes in
the book is this concept of 30 as a
threshold for true adulthood, the
feeling like you look down for a
moment, and when you look back
up, everyone else has raced ahead,
and you’re still trying to get your
bearings,” she said. “I wrote it
essentially for a version of myself
who never found writing. If I had-
n’t become an author, these are the
questions I’d be facing, this is how
lost I would feel.” —AP
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The permanent collection of the
National Gallery of Modern Art

(NGMA) has been brought down to
the basement to give art lovers a
glimpse of its archival importance,
power and beauty,” says DG Adwaita
Charan Gadanayak as he walks
towards the magnificent triptych of
Tyeb Mehta, the Shantiniketan series
created as far back as 1985-1986.

RAMCHANDRA GANDHI’S
SVARAJ

One cannot forget Ramchandra
Gandhi’s Svaraj (2002). This grandson
of Mahatma Gandhi had used artist
Tyeb Mehta’s Shantiniketan Triptych as
the focal point of the book.
Philosopher and teacher of compara-
tive religion at Vishwa Bharati,
Ramchandra examined Mehta’s
imagery of the rickshaw-puller, the
falling man and the trussed bull by
linking them with the  Shantiniketan
Triptych in terms of philosophy and
sensibility.

He showed that this work is a
three-panelled portrait of distortion
and self-awareness necessitated by
exclusivist self-identities — individual
and collective, secular and religious,
and the recovery of integrity of self-
hood in inclusive self-realisation. He
created a conversation about the real-
isation that we are things yet we rep-
resent nothingness, too.

KALA BHAVAN SHANTINIKETAN
Mehta painted the 170x445 cm

painting in 1985-86, when he was an
artist-in-residence at Kala Bhavana,
Vishwa Bharati University. The paint-
ing represents Charak Puja, an end-of-
spring ritual observed by the Santhal
tribe and other marginalised commu-
nities of West Bengal. The first left is
a panel showcasing a group of drum-
mers and dancers. There’s a floating
figure on the top-right corner of the
painting. The central panel showcas-
es a sacrificial site near the vertical
charak pole with a seated woman and

goat in close, protective embrace.
There’s also the ritual sacrificer’s shad-
ow looming over the scene. The third-
right panel has a group of people
pulling a rope and the audience watch-
ing the ritual. Here also, there is a fig-
ure floating at the top.

Although there are three separate
panels, Mehta’s brilliance can be seen
through the treatment of figures. The
arms of women figures seem to be in
wanton abandon but also transcend the
superficial divisions of the canvas and
reach out to each other. The throbbing
vibration of stark colours mirrors the
momentum of the drummers and
dancers. In the tableaux, Mehta gives
us a synergy of togetherness as if they
share an unseen bond. The painting is
a testament not only to the core val-
ues of an artist’s philosophy but shows
how these values can be carried for-
ward by new thoughts of blending tra-
dition and modernity.

SANTHALS AND CHARAK
In 2005, Mehta had explained in an

interview his epiphany that occurred
at Shantiniketan with the Spring
Festival of the Santhals at Charak.

“There was a Santhal woman whom I
found very captivating,” reminisced
Mehta. He added, “This lady in a
make-believe temple stood almost
naked. She poured some water near the
tree trunk. I was so struck by her pres-
ence that it still remains with me. It was
stunning. I came back and painted two
women on a rickshaw and my work,
Shantiniketan slowly happened. It was
her role in the drama, something
implicit in her image, which could not
be explained but got etched in my
memory. You see with myths one
should not be in a hurry, they should
settle onto the memory so that you can
stop and dwell on them at length. You
have to reflect without losing touch
either with their image or with their
intent.”

He stood apart for his interpreta-
tion — the ambiguous dichotomies
between the masculine and feminine,
the divine and mortal, and the human
and the bestial — while also convey-
ing a larger theme of consummation
and destruction.

You draw your eyes towards the
tender embrace between the mother
figure and the graceful goat and the

symbolism of the yogic pose by the dis-
embodied head in the foreground of
the central panel. At once, you think
of the paradoxes of life and death and
the culmination of the experience.
Mehta transcends time in the mix of
imagery and the suggestion of the
beautiful goat which will be sacrificed.

ROOTED IN SPACE AND TIME
Shantiniketan stands apart and

alone. It is rooted in space and time and
as the great Roshan Shahani said, “They
resemble the ‘peasant-cultivator-labour-
er’ — a prototype that has been placed
in deadpan stances of beaten down
melancholia.” Mehta draws attention
towards the emblematic significance of
his characters.

The power of this painting is
poignancy and power — said and unsaid.
In the emotive associations and evoca-
tions, we see the fragility of life, the uplift-
ing aura of dance and the rhythm of the
drummers. In the sinuousness of the
dancing figures, we also observe strug-
gles, despair and despondence. We must
look at the  feet of these figures, which
are charged with a hypnotic rhythm.

Mehta captures the caprices of
human behaviour. The dancing goat is a
symbol of wound as well as sacrifice.
Time has been stolen from the register
of its destiny. The artist brings us back
to the debate about how history feeds the
memory.

The collection at the gallery makes
you pay reverence to India’s greatest mod-
ern master, Tyeb Mehta, and recall the
words of his close friend KG
Subramanyan who said, “They snare you
into a search. Those unindividual faces
that seem benign or sad, those heave
limbs that oscillate in mute gesture, those
body postures that combine both ele-
gance and awkwardness — they hold you
captive of their teasing configurations.
Clear, brilliant, tantalisingly visual, almost
like blown up cameos in the centre of
their impact, they carry a message for the
heart.”

Intricacy in an artwork certainly grabs
a lot of eyeballs. Not only does it make
one wonder about how it has been cre-

ated, it also inspires the viewer to find a
number of meanings layered within
them. You will feel it while taking a walk
around the solo exhibition, Living Between
the Times, by Mumbai-based artist
Milburn Cherian at the Visual Arts
Gallery.

The collection of artworks is a suite
of captivating images that seem to bridge
many gaps through the gospel and speak
to us about the unity of man and his many
ways. “In an otherwise photographically
real world, painting to me is an expres-
sion of my way of seeing things. It comes
naturally to me,” says she.

Cherian had no formal training in
painting. She had to depend on her com-

prehensive communication course from
the National Institute of Design (NID),
Ahmedabad, to learn the basics of art and
aesthetics. She shied away from making
a livelihood as a graphic artist after NID
but knew that graphic designing taught
you to “simplify things” and translate
ideas easily. She says, “My thinking ran
contrary to this, I realised later. I like
doing just the opposite. I like detailing.”

However, before the course, she had stud-
ied textile history and design, about
which she says, “It was my launching pad
into the world of art.”

It was then that her sister had gifted
her a book on the works of Pieter
Brueghel the Elder, an innovative Flemish
Renaissance painter and printmaker,
who is known for his sweeping landscapes
and peasant scenes. She studied the

books on Brueghel and then bought more
books and researched the works at length.
“I analysed how he created his characters
and combined the Carnival and the sea-
son of Lent in one art piece. I then looked
at the Proverbs in the Bible and began
painting. A lot of my learnings came from
reading books and going through repro-
ductions of several famous painters,” she
says.

Through rich and amusing narratives,
Cherian reinvents Brueghel’s works in a
way that it makes one reminiscent of a
Shakespearean tragedy and his other
plays. Through images of Biblical rele-
vance — Christ’s Crucifixion and
Proverbs — and rustic idylls, the images
are far from beautiful but they reflect
exquisite craftsmanship, which impel us
to change how we experience the perspec-
tives we share in art. Cherian, as an artist,
connects not only with the humble
human culture of the past but also recog-
nises the culture of the poor and the
underprivileged.

There is a certain sadistic element in
most of her works, says art critics.
Floating twisted torsos, with their hearts
torn apart, dominate the canvas. She
paints ghost-like creatures floating
through air as if they were floating on
water. Though various expressive faces,
minute work on the dresses of her myr-
iad figures, designs on the floor tiles,
scene-depictions of a host of peasants and
cultural symbols, her works boast of her
love for detailing. Even though the paint-
ings are filled with drama and the peas-
ant characters tumble out of the past, art
connoisseurs say that it’s her patience and
precision that give the artpieces the
rhythm of the Renaissance era.

She says that Salvador Dali, also
known as the ‘Master of Surrealism’;
Heironymous Bosch and the German
Romantic, Caspar David Fredrich have
greatly influenced her style. Cherian
also takes inspiration from nature.
However, she says, “On canvas, you’ll find
only certain interpretations of that.” She
has earlier played around with softer
colours and pastels, too. But here, she has
switched to earthy colours and even
chrome browns and mauves to create a
rich prism of shades.

Her works teem with more than 200
people, all nestled close to each other. The
average size is around 14x12 inches, while
some, for instance, Tsunami, Sienna
Earth and The Healing, spread out to 61
inches. Cherian has also donated some of
her paintings to charity and to organisa-
tions like the Parkinson’s Disease
Foundation, Cancer Patients Society,
Khushii, SOS Villages in India and Save
the Children Foundation.

Thanks to modern technol-
ogy and some expert detec-

tive work, a nearly 400-year-old
painting that had long been
attributed to an unknown artist
in Rembrandt’s workshop has
now been judged to have been
a work of the Dutch master
himself.

For decades, the Allentown
Art Museum displayed an oil-
on-oak panel painting called
Portrait of a Young Woman and
credited it to the Studio of
Rembrandt. Two years ago, the
painting was sent to New York
University for conservation and
cleaning.

There, conservators began
removing layers of overpainting
and dark, thick varnish that had
been added over centuries —
and they began to suspect
Rembrandt himself was respon-
sible for the original, delicate
brushwork underneath.

“Our painting had numer-
ous layers of varnish and that
really obscured what you could

see of the original brushwork,
as well as the original colour,”
said Elaine Mehalakes, vice
president of curatorial affairs at
the Allentown Art Museum.

Conservators used a variety
of tools, including X-Ray,
infrared and electron
microscopy, to bolster the case
that it was the work of one of
the most important and revered
artists in history.

The scientific analysis
“showed brushwork and a live-
liness to that brushwork, which
is quite consistent with other
works by Rembrandt,” said
Shan Kuang, a conservator at
New York University’s Institute
of Fine Arts who restored
Portrait of a Young Woman.

Outside experts who exam-
ined the 1632 painting after the
completion of its two-year
restoration concurred with the
NYU assessment that it’s an
authentic Rembrandt.

“We’re very thrilled and
excited,” Mehalakes said. “The

painting has this incredible
glow to it now that it just did-
n’t have before. You can really
connect with the portrait in the
way I think the artist meant you
to,” he added.

When Portrait of a Young
Woman was bequeathed to the
museum in 1961, it was consid-
ered to be a Rembrandt. About
a decade later, a group of
experts determined that it had
been painted by one of his assis-
tants. Such changes in attribu-
tion are not unusual — over the
centuries, as many as 688 and
as few as 265 paintings have
been credited to the artist,
according to Mehalakes.

The museum has not had
the painting appraised — and
has no intention of selling it —
but authenticated works by
Rembrandt have fetched tens of
millions of dollars. 

The painting, currently in
the museum’s vault, will go on
display from June 7.
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Indian batsmen’s inadequa-
cies in adverse conditions
were laid bare as they

crashed to an embarrassing
10-wicket defeat against a ruth-
less New Zealand side that
wrapped up the opening Test in
just over three days here at
Basin Reserve on Monday.

Starting the day on 144 for
four, India were all out for 191

in 81 overs in their second
innings. This was a shade bet-
ter than their dismal 165 in the
first innings, which eventually
proved to be decisive.

Trent Boult (4/39 in 22
overs) and Tim Southee (5/61
in 21 overs), one of the finest
but most under-rated new ball
pairs in world cricket, showed
that when it boils down to play-
ing incisive seam and swing
bowling, this batting line-up is

still a work in progress.
The required target of nine

runs was knocked off by New
Zealand without much ado for
their 100th Test win.

India’s last defeat was
against Australia at Perth dur-
ing the 2018-19 series but the
loss at the Basin Reserve would
hurt them more because the
visitors have not surrendered in
such fashion of late.

There was no resistance
from a star-studded line-up
and more than intent, the fail-
ure was due to poor technique
on a track that had something
on the third and fourth day.

This is a team that plays
fast bowling much better than
their predecessors, the reason
for their success on the boun-
cy Australian tracks.

But when it comes to fac-
ing conventional seam and
swing bowling in testing con-
ditions, they are yet to learn the
art of saving a Test match.

India had lost the mental
battle on the first day itself
when they saw the moisture on
the wicket.

The toss became a factor
and not for one session did they
look comfortable. Mayank
Agarwal was the only batsman

who felt at home, albeit in
patches, as New Zealand
showed what a Test match
strategy is all about.

If the first innings was
about mixing back of length
deliveries with fuller length
balls, the second saw the pac-
ers coming from round the
wicket and targeting the rib-
cage. The line was disconcert-
ing and it stifled them for
good. It affected their mindset
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&����� Krishnappa Gowtham
snapped seven wickets as
Karnataka sealed their place in
the semifinals after thrashing
Jammu and Kashmir by 167
runs on the final day of their
Ranji Trophy quarterfinal, here
on Monday.

Resuming the day at 245 for
four, Karnataka added another
71 runs before folding for 316
in their second innings, setting
the hosts a target of 331.

Jammu and Kashmir were
bundled out for 163, courtesy
off-spinner Gowtham’s (7/54)
seven-wicket haul.

Earlier, Abid Mushtaq
(6/83) claimed six wickets,
Parvez Rasool (3/88) took three
and Mujtaba Yousuf (1/44) dis-

missed one Karnataka bats-
man. Overnight batsman
Krishnamurthy Siddharth (98)
missed out on a well-deserved
century, dismissed by Mushtaq
in the 80th over.

His wicket triggered a col-
lapse as Karnataka kept losing
wickets regularly. Srinivas
Sharath (34) held on to one end
and took the team across the
300-mark before departing in
the 105th over.

SAURASHTRA IN LAST 4
�'���� Saurashtra booked
their spot in the semifinals on
the basis of the first innings after
their quarterfinal tie against
Andhra ended in a draw on the
final day.

Resuming at the overnight
score of 375 for 9, the visitors
were dismissed for 426 in 138
overs in the second innings, set-
ting an improbable target of 710
runs for Andhra.

After being bowled out for
136 in the first innings, Andhra
finished at 149 for 4 in 51 overs
in their second essay before play
was called off.

A strokeful half-century by
Andhra captain K S Bharat
(55, 69 balls, 6 fours, 1 six) was
the bright spot in the host
team’s second innings.

The wicketkeeper-batsman,
who is on the fringes of nation-
al selection and has been part of
various India A teams in the
recent past, showed why he is

rated highly, playing some
delightful shots during his
knock.

In Tangi, Bengal stormed
into the last four by virtue of
their first innings lead over
Odisha after only one session
was possible on the final day
which was interrupted by bad
light.

Resuming on 361 for seven,
Bengal lost their remaining
three wickets for 12 runs inside
six overs to set Odisha an
improbable 456.

In reply, Odisha were 39 for
no loss in 10 overs when bad
light stopped play as both the
teams agreed upon a draw with
two more sessions left on the
final day.
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Mushfiqur Rahim
hit his third Test

double century as
Bangladesh declared
their first innings with
a lead of 295 on
Monday in their one-
off match against
Zimbabwe.

Bangladesh ended
their innings on 560
for six in the final ses-
sion before spinner
Nayeem Hasan then
claimed two wickets
in two balls in the first
over.

The visitors
reached nine for two at
stumps on the third
day, still needing 286
runs to make
Bangladesh bat again
on a wearing pitch at
the Sher-e-Bangla

National Stadium.
Mushfiqur, who

became the became
the highest run-scorer
for Bangladesh in
Tests, hit an unbeaten
203, while skipper
Mominul Haque made
132, after the hosts
resumed on 240 for
three.

Mushfiqur and
Mominul added 222
for the fourth wicket,
while wicketkeeper-
batsman Liton Das
made 53 to give the
hosts their highest-
ever total against
Zimbabwe.

Mominul declared
the innings soon after
Mushfiqur reached the
200-run mark after
Ainsley Ndlovu past
extra cover for a
boundary.

����	�'
�� The perfect
execution of plans against
India has pleased New
Zealand skipper Kane
Williamson but he refused
to term his team’s 10-
wicket win as “bouncing
back” from their 0-3 deba-
cle against Australia.

New Zealand came
into the series after their
nightmare in Australia
and put up a splendid per-
formance to outclass India
in just over three days.

“Bouncing back isn’t
a term that we use with-
in our group. You can get
carried away thinking
about results (especially)
when you have a number
of poor ones and some-
times the want (urge) for
a good one can be a dis-
traction towards getting
(achieving) it,”
Williamson said.

The Kiwi skipper,
who also was the top-
scorer for his side with a
well-made 89, seemed sat-
isfied with the perfor-
mances of each and every
player of his team.

“So it’s about
focussing on things that
are important. The roles
that give us the best
chance of success and if
we do that, the result
manifests and I think
that’s what we saw in this
game and that was what
was pleasing,” Williamson
said.

“It was a really bril-
liant all-round game for
us. Guys were really com-
mitted to their roles on a
surface that offered
enough to create a good
balance between bat and
ball. It’s a really important

lesson moving forward
to Christchurch,” he
added.

But Williamson also
wants to guard his team
against complacency as he
expects India to come
hard in the second Test,
starting February 29

“The challenge is
there in front of us
because we know come
Christchurch we will need
to be on our game again.
India is the number one in
the world for a reason and
they have had success all
around the world,” he
said.
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Leg-spinner Poonam Yadav deliv-
ered yet again with timely dismissals
to lead India to a comfortable 18-run

win over Bangladesh in their ICC Women’s
T20 World Cup match, here on Monday.

Invited to bat, a substantial partner-
ship eluded them after a fiery start but
India still managed to post a competitive
142 for six at the WACA ground.

India were off to a flying start with
opener Shafali Verma (39 of 17 balls) com-
ing out all guns blazing in the Group A
game.

However, the Indian innings never got
the impetuous after the departure of the
16-year-old, who hit four sixes and two
fours in her entertaining knock. Later,
Veda Krishnamurthy (20 off 11) hit few
lusty blows to help India post a fighting
total.

Bangladesh fought through Murshida
Khatun (30) and Nigar Sultana (35) but
Poonam rattled the middle and lower
order with her strikes.

In the end, Bangladesh could manage
124 for eight, giving India their second
straight win in the tournament.

“The way Shafali and Richa played
today, they showed how capable they are
for the team. Veda’s innings was turning
point. We needed boundaries at that point
and she did a great job,” India skipper
Harmanpreet Kaur said.

Poonam, who had helped India halt
Australia’s chase in their opening game as
well, was the top bowler again. She

scalped Sanjida Islam (10), Fahima Khatun
(17) and Jahanara Alam (10) to make it
tough for Bangladesh.

Bangladesh needed 49 runs from last
five overs but they failed to negotiate
Poonam’s flighted deliveries.

The Indian spinner had Fahima
caught by Shafali in the first ball of the 16th

over while Rajeshwari Gaekwad saw the
back of well-set Nigar Sultana.

Poonam then returned to dismiss
Jahanara, who stepped out looking for a
big hit only to be stumped by Taniya.

The runs dried up and Bangladesh
now needed 22 off the final over.

Pacer Shikha Pandey clean bowled

Rumana Ahmed with a perfect yorker and
writing was clear on the wall.

Earlier, Shafali punished the rival
attack with her fluent stroke-making.

Attempting a big one, Shafali skied one
off veteran Panna Ghosh and was dis-
missed, caught by wicket-keeper Shamima
Sultana.

This was after fellow opener Taniya
Bhatia (2) was sent back by Salma
Khathun.

Shafali turned out to be the best scor-
er in India’s innings.

Jemimah Rodrigues played a sedate
yet crucial 34-run knock since hard-hit-
ting skipper Harmanpreet Kaur was
already dismissed by Ghosh.

With both Shafali and Harmanpreet
cooling their heels back in the dug out,
India’s run-rate took a dip.

Jemimah erred in judgement while
calling Deepti for a single and was run out.

Richa Ghosh, who replaced Smriti
Mandhana in the playing XI, hit two splen-
did boundaries before holing out to
Nahida Akter off Salma Khatun.

The slide continued with Deepti
Sharma (11) running herself out follow-
ing a mix up with Veda Krishnamurthy
(20 off 11). 
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Rachael Haynes hit a classy fifty to help
defending champions Australia over-

come a fighting Sri Lanka by five wick-
ets in their second Group A match.

Chamari Athapaththu (50 off 38
balls) struck a quick half-century but
Nicola Carey (2/18), who missed the
India game, and Molly Strano (2/23)
helped Australia restrict Sri Lanka to a
modest 122 for six.

Chasing the target, the Australian
hearts were racing when Alyssa Healy,
Ashleigh Gardner and Beth Mooney —
all fell within four overs before Haynes
and captain Meg Lanning (41 not out)
stitched a 95-run fourth-wicket stand to
take the hosts out of trouble.
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Ole Gunnar Solskjaer says Bruno
Fernandes has lifted the mood at Old

Trafford, comparing the January signing
to a mix between former Manchester
United players Paul Scholes and Juan
Sebastian Veron.

Fernandes arrived for an initial 55
million euros (£46 million) and, while that
could rise to 80 million euros if a variety
of targets are reached, United look to have
struck a good deal.

The Portugal international has
impressed in all three United starts to date,
following up fine displays against Wolves
and Chelsea with a goal and an assist
against Watford.

Successive wins have lifted United
into fifth place in the Premier League table
as they push for Champions League
qualification.

"He's given everyone a boost,"
Solskjaer said of the 25-year-old
Fernandes. "It means more than just get-
ting a player in. You can see the support-
ers, they're used to players with that per-
sonality, mentality and quality so he's been
a big plus.

"He's come in from day one, the first
minute, and felt like a presence in the
group. First training session, demanding
the ball.

"Some players take some time in
warming up but he felt confident straight
away.

"He's a bit of a mix between (Paul)
Scholes and (Juan Sebastian) Veron, to be
fair. He's got the temperament maybe of
Veron and a lot of the quality of him and
Scholesy."

Solskjaer said Fernandes was a "big
piece" in the team that United are look-
ing to build, while Anthony Martial has
shown that he too can be a key compo-
nent of the attack.

Monday's header at Chelsea was fol-

lowed by a fine goal at Club Brugge in the
Europa League and a clever clipped fin-
ish past Ben Foster on Sunday.

"I am delighted with the week
Anthony's had," Solskjaer said. "He has got
his critics and I am one of his biggest
probably because I keep demanding dif-
ferent stuff from him."

"This today is more than the Anthony
we know about," he added. "The skill
because that is just mind-blowing, some-
times the skill that he shows. But I want
more from him and I'll keep at him."
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Indian football team head coach Igor
Stimac is "impressed" by the talent on dis-

play in the I-League after he watched two
matches earlier this month.

He said he's looking forward to watch-
ing more matches.

"It was fantastic to witness 2
@ILeagueOfficial matches in Mumbai
and Goa and I'm really impressed with the
talents," Stimac tweeted.

"Looking forward to see more action
in coming days," he added.

The Croatian was in the stands in
Mumbai earlier this month when the
Indian Arrows played Kolkata giants East
Bengal (February 17) at the Cooperage
Stadium. He also witnessed the match
between Mohun Bagan and Churchill
Brothers in Margao (February 22).

The former Croatia World Cupper
handed the Hero of the Match award to
Fran Gonzalez as the Mariners extended
their lead at the top of the I-League table
with a 3-0 win.

During the launch of the I-League
2019-20 in November last year, Stimac had
said "every Indian player in the Hero I-
League is a potential candidate for a place
in the senior team".

"I will keep coming to watch the
matches whenever I can. The players
need to know that each player in the Hero
I-League with an Indian passport is one of
the possible future candidates for the
national team. It's up to them how they per-
form for their respective teams," he had
said.

India, already out of contention for a
FIFA 2022 World Cup berth, play Asian
champions Qatar in Bhubaneswar on
March 26. 
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and when Ajinkya Rahane and
Hanuma Vihari stepped out on the
fourth morning, defeat was written all
over as both looked ill-equipped to
handle such high quality seam bowl-
ing.

Rahane (29 off 75 balls) and
Vihari (15 off 79 balls) are players who
only play long-form cricket at the
international level and both are
known for their patience.

But little did the Indian vice-cap-
tain apprehend that he would get a
delivery from Boult, which, instead of
moving away after pitching, held its
line. With the ball doing exactly the
opposite of what Rahane had thought,
he had no option but to jab at it, and

all he got was an edge.
Southee, who bowls lovely classi-

cal outswinger then bowled an off-
cutter from the other end and before
Vihari could comprehend, it came
back sharply to peg the stumps back.

Within first 20 minutes, the two
seasoned practitioners of swing had
knocked the stuffing out of India’s
resistance.

“A really brilliant all round game
for us. It is also a step in the right
direction as well,” Kane Williamson
said.

Southee, who had a terrific match,
deservingly completed his 10th five-
wicket haul, and all it took was 16
overs to end the India innings.
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—VIRAT KOHLI

����	�'
�� Captain Virat Kohli had no
qualms in admitting that India were out-
played by New Zealand in the opening Test
but said they “can’t help it” if a few want to
make a “big deal” out of one loss.

“We know we haven’t played well, but
if people want to make a big deal out of it,
make a mountain out of it, we can’t help it
as we don’t think like that,” the India skip-
per said at the post-match interaction.

“Some people might want it to be the
end of the world but it’s not. For us, it’s a
game of cricket we lost and we move on and
keep our heads high,” Kohli said.

It is the acceptance of defeat
that defines the character of a side,
the world’s premier batsman said.

“We understand that we need
to play well to win, also at home.
There’s no cakewalk at interna-
tional level as teams will come and
beat you. You accept it and that
defines our character as a side.”

If he had given credence to
the “outside chatter”, he said
the team wouldn’t have been
where it is now.

“That’s why we have been

able to play this kind of cricket. If we would
have paid attention to the outside chatter,
we would again be at No 7 or 8 in the rank-
ings. We don’t really bother about what peo-

ple are saying on the outside.” 
One defeat can’t make a team,

which has been winning games of Test
cricket, “bad overnight”. “If we have lost
then we have no shame in accepting
that. It means we didn’t play this game

well. It doesn’t mean that we have
become a bad team overnight. People
might want to change our thoughts, but
it doesn’t work like that.” PTI
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